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I PURPOSE OF RESEARCH 
As a result of the problems associated with atomic 
energy and rocket programs, there is an Interest in finding 
and studying compounds which can withstand temperatures in 
excess ot 1000°c. without undergoing phase changes, 
dissociation, or reaction with other compounds. Reliable 
predictions of high temperature behavior can be made only 
lf the thermodynamic properties and: inase·relationships 
ot the compound are known or can be estimated accurately. 
The refractory natures ot boron carbide and s! lie on 
carbide have enabled them to be used for many purposes at 
high temperatures. From the positions of si Ucon, boron, 
and carbon in the periodic table, it was reasoned that 
silicon and boron might form one or more compounds and 
that possibly one of these compounds might have properties 
which would make it desirable for use at high temperatures. 
When research tor this thesis was started in August 
1957, a literature search revealed that recent workers were 
unable to ttnd any Intermediate phases in the silicon boron 
system even though the preparation of SiB3 and S1B6 was 
reported around the turn of the century •. Since the recent 
f •. 
studies did not appear to be exhaustive, it seemed 
desirable to determine whether compounds existed ln the 
silicon boron system, and, lf so, measure some of their 
1 
2 
thermodynamic properties and phase relationships. 
After research was started in this laboratory reports 
of compound formation appeared. Unsuccessful attempts to 
duplicate ln ·this laboratory many of the reported compounds 
gave rise to the suspicion that many of the reports were in 
error, 
The research consisted of four parts, the preparation 
and characterization of the solid phases in the silicon boron 
system, the establishment of the temperature-composition 
phase diagram, the establishment of the pressure-composition 
phase diagram, and the determination of the enthalpy and 
entropy of vaporization and formation of the compounds which 
were found to have a vapor pressure which could be measured 
by available methods, 
High temperature and high vacuum techniques, X-ray 
diffraction studies, vapor pressure measurements., chemical 
analyses, and the search for and choice of suitable sub-
stances and their fabrication into crucibles were all in-
volved 1n this research. Vaporization studies have proved 
to be an;~effective way to obtain thermodynamic information. 
11 RELATED LITERATURE 
This section contains abstracts of pertinent litera-
ture references appearing both before and after research 
was initiated. The reliability ot the work reported ln the 
references.will be discussed after the experimental results 
have been presented • 
. The lnit!al preparation of compounds between silicon 
and boron was reported by Moissan and Stock (1) !n 1900~ 
I I . ' ' ' ' ', ~ 
They indicated that SiB3 and SlB6 could be formed by melting , !. : ' . ,. •. ; l ,' / 1 1 ' , '• ; , 
five atomlc_parts of silicon with one atomic part of boron 
ln an electric arc. T~ey stated that the resulting mixture 
was from 10 to 20% S1B3 and 80 t? 90% SiB6• The two com-
, ,, ' ! ' ' ' ) 
pounds were separated from each other by selective treat-
men~ with HN03 and KOH. It was reported that KOH destroyed 
preferentially the S1B3 whereas the HN03 preferentially_ 
destroyed the S1B6• Watts (2) was unable to duplicate the 
wol'k of Moissan and Stock. However, !n both cases the 
resulting material was repeatedly treated with caustic 
agents to try to attain· a con_stant ratio between the two 
elements. This constant ratlo was the criterion of the -
attainment of a compound. 
Brewer, Sawyer, Templeton, and Dauben (3) heated two 
dlfterent ratios or silicon to boron. They heated one 
sample containing 50 at. percent boron and on another 
3 
4 
occasion: a sample was·. ·heat.ed containing 80 at·. percent 
boron in a BeO crucible for, 20 minutes at 1725°c. From.· 
their .X•ray d!tfraction. patterns they. id·ent!fied· silicon. 
and•. tound a: few weak lines. which they. attributed to ·boron, 
Stavro'lakt s., Barr; and Rice· (4.) cold pressed: mixtures of 
silicon and boron in· h 1'· and· i :4 atomic ratios and then 
heated them· to, .temperatures ot 1400°C,:·' They could identify 
i.1,~ 
.only :sllic.on. f.rom the X•ray d1ttract1on patterns.,,:. 
· ,·Aftet·exper!menta1 ,invest:tgatlons·f·or·this thesis were 
started., .ther.e:, appeared reports :which' Jndicated, the ,pre•: 
existence ,of' ~!B3• .. ' The fir.st. was_: that of· Samsonov and. 
Latysheva · (5) who reported .the.preparation: or SiB3• , They· 
stated that' the compound was ',obtained by: hot compression of 
mixtures of silicon 'and boron. They a1so said that the 
.,. 
compound c·ou1d be formed by: the teduction of B203 and S!o2 
wlth magnesium. :They.·reported. a tetragonal unlt,cell for 
S!B3 with a 0 = 2.829 t 0.007 and ~ 6 -= 4.765 !· o.013·R; 
however, they: gave· no. 1nd1catl on of, the space group: no·r did 
they report any intensity measurements.· Gurevich; 
Epel'baurn and Ormont (6) have questioned the·structure 
determination of Samsonov and Latysheva. but as yet no 
reference has been :found ln which Samsonov and Latysheva 
replied to the cr!ticism. 
Rizzo (7) has stated that he also has obt~ined a 
phase which he believes to be SiB3 or SiB4. From single 
5 
crystal X-ray diffraction patterns of the material he has 
dete·rm!ned that it has a hexagonal unit ce11 wtth the par-
ameters·~= s.s2 and co= 12.7o·R. He obtained his 
material from a melt of the solution ·or silicon in B20;3• 
Finally, reports (7) indicate that Cline has single crystals 
which. he· believes to ·be el the.r SiB3 or s1a4• The X-ray 
dlf.fractlon patte~ns of, Cline •·s crys~.als · enable him to 
calculate a: hexagonal' unit ce 11 w1 th a0 = 3.10 and · 
C = ·12 • .$5' x~. 
0 
Several·Journal articles which indicated the prepara-
tion of. S1B6 appeared after research was begun; however, 
as wlth SiB3 the reports appear too cont·11ctlng. A paper 
by Samson~v: and Markovskl (8) describes the preparation of 
~·.... . ' 
S1B6·wh1ch was supplied:to Zhuravlev (9) who dec!ded that 
the material was isomorphic with CaB6• He indicated 
a0 = 4,150 t 0.002 X for the parameter of the cubic unit 
cell of S1B6• The accepted value for CaB6 ls a~= 4.153 .X. 
After this research was started, papers by Cline 
(10, 11) appeared in which ·ti'e reported the preparation or 
S1B6 by heating a mixture of boron and an excess of sili-
con. The compound obtained was found to have an ortho-
. rhombic unit cell with the lattice parameters a 0 = 14.392 ± 
0.0010, b0 · = 18.267 t 0.0015, and c0 = 9.885 t 0.0010 R. 
The above,measurements were made from Weissenberg photo-
graphs taken about the band c axes. Adamsky (12) con-
6 
tinued the work of Cline and indicated that the probable 
space group for this form of S!B6 was ~ or ~- In 
add! ti on, he postulated that the arrangement ,of the atoms 
resembled that of a4c reported ,by Clark and Hoard (13) in 
that groups of. twelve· boron atoms are arranged at the ver-
tices ,of 'an ·icosahedron. Groups of two silicon, atoms take 
the place of :the 1 inear .chains of three .carbon ,atoms which 
are 1present in a4c. Adamsky and, Cline were unable to find 
any evidence: of a cubic SiB6. Cl lne indicated the me 1 ting 
point of S1B6 to, be .·1950°c. 
Not only :have teports'appeared recently to support 
the existence ·or StB3 and SiB6; btit in addition the exis• 
tence of, another c·ompound, SiB12, has been proposed by 
Parthe (14). He prepared it by heating boron and silicon 
!n a BN crucible at 2200°c. The products obtained from the 
heating were identified by him as silicon and S1B 12.; He 
reported a melting point for the S1B 12 of ·approximately 
2200°c. He found that the material had an orthorhombic 
·unit cell w1th·a
0 
= 11.10, b0 = 14.79, and c 0 = 10.12 l. 
The above compound. reported by Parthe may or may not 
have been the compound referred to by Powell (15). He 
listed the reductl'on at a heated surface by hydr.ogenr~o:f' 
S1C14 and BC1 3 as a method·for the preparation of a com-
pound which he identified as SlBn• Nowotny, .Dlmakopoulou, 
and Kudielka. (16) were aware of Powell's work and indicated 
that n would hav~ ·a value etjual to or greater than ten on 
the basis of thelr · own work.· 
·The last authors ·also presented evidence· for 'the 
solubil'ity of borori in solid sllh:on, The:lr evidence was 
fn· t'he ·form· of a shift· in· the · lattice parameters 'from 
5,··430 for the 'pure 'Silicon as given· by Straumanls and Ake 
(11') to 5~384 .R. for the· silicon phase 'hi equfllbrium with 
a 'phase 'more rlch' in boron~' 
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111 METHODS OF APPROACH 
In,this section a description will be given ,of the 
various methods which were used to confirm and to, sea;rch 
tor new solld,phases of the sil1con boron system, to 
~stablish,the· condensed state·phase diagramj to study the 
vaporization characteristics of:· the various phases., and, 
to calculate the erithllpy arid entropy·of the vaporization 
and formation of compounds. · The identification of compounds 
and the establishment of the condensed state phase diagram 
are interrelated problems, therefore a separate discussion 
of the methods of approach for this phase tif the research 
will not be given. 
A. ldentlf!catlon .2!. Compounds~ ill! Establishment £t 
l!l!. Temperatu!e-Composi t!on Phase Diagram 
When one ls concerned with a high temperature condensed 
system, one finds it 1s convenient to consider a compound 
as a phase with a limited range of homogeneity. lf a 
particular phase has a limited homogeneity range and in 
addi.tlon the composition of the phase ls a simple ratio of 
the components, the phase ls frequently referred to as a 
compound. 
The establishment of the phase diagram was based on 
the phase law. The phase law, 
F = C - P + 2 (1) 
8 
9 
gives the number of degrees or freedom, .E, as a function of 
the number of ·components, in the system, _£,, and the number 
of phases present., P. Since the syntheses used to establish 
the'temperature-composition diagram for the· two component 
system, silicon and: boron;,:. were carried out under conditions 
which permitted· the establishment of :a vapor phase;. the 
maximum number of. condensed ,phases which could, exist· over a 
, r~nge· of temperatures was:two. 
• Syntheses which resulted from heating various ratios 
of silicon and boron were examined by ,means of X-ray dif• 
fraction to determine which diffraction lines were asso-
ciated with which compositions. The presence of a two phase 
region could be detected by preparing a group of syntheses 
of gradual changing composition. If all of the syntheses 
were within the two phase region, the X-ray diffraction 
patterns would show one group of lines decreasing in inten-
sity and one group increasing in intensity as the composi-
tion changed. If the same procedure were used and the 
position of the lines with respect to one another changed, 
it was concluded that the syntheses of this group represented 
a single phase region. 
If one were to pass from a two phase region to a one 
~hase region, it follows that one group of lines would 
disappear. If one were to pass from a two phase region, 
through a region of limited homogeneity, and then into a 
10 
second two phase region; it is apparent that one group or 
lines would disappear and another group would appear. The 
diffract.ion lines which appeared on both sldes of the regl on 
of limited homogeneity would be those of the region of limited 
homogeneity. This was the method used to establish which 
dlffractlon lines were associated :wlth a compound. 
lt !s apparent that different phases might exist at 
different temperatures. It was necessary to make heatings 
at many temperatures and to quench the samples ln order to 
determine the phase changes which resulted from the varia-
tion of the temperature, 
The attainment of equ111br!um between solid phases 
was measured tn two ways, lf the phases of a synthe~ls 
changed as a result of additional heating at the same 
temperature, equ111brlum was assumed not to have been 
attained as a result of the initial heating. If after 
heating a sample at an arbitrary temperature three condensed 
phases remained in violation of the phase rule and two of 
the phases were the phases present before the heating was 
1nlt1ated, it was assumed that the sample had been heated 
insutflc1ent1y to establish equlllbrlum. 
B. Determination .2f. Pressure-Composition Diagrams 
Before considering the methods used to determine the 
pressure-compostt!on diagrams for the silicon boron system 
one must consider the possible modes ot vaporization. 
Gilles (18) has already presented a treatment of the sub-
ject, but a summary is desirable. 
The various vaporization processes may readily be 
11 
divided into two categories, congruent and incongruent. In 
the case of the congruent process the overall vapor compo-
sition does not differ from that of the phase whlch is the 
source of the vapor. In such a system the continued vapori-
zation of the material does not cause a change to occur in 
the compos! ti on of the condensed phase. In the case of the 
incongruent process the overall vapor composition is different· 
from that of the condensed .phase from which it originated. 
Continued vaporization does result in a change in the com-
position of the condensed phase which vaporized incongruently. 
ln the casca or the congruent vaporization, the vapor 
need not be composed of the same molecules which are found 
in the condensed phase. The vapor may consist of disso-
ciated molecules or new molecules. The only requirement ls 
that the overall stoichiometry or the vapor must be equal 
to that of the condensed phase. Thus, if s1a6 were to 
vaporize congruently the vapor might consist or S1B6 mole-
cules, silicon and boron atoms in the ratio or one to six, 
or one SiB4 molecule might be present for each SiB3 molecule. 
For the incongruent vaporization process the condensed 
phase may vaporize one of the components preferentially, 
may vaporize a molecule of different stolchiometery and 
12 
give rlse to one of the components in the condensed phase, 
or finally the condensed phase may produce a vapor and 
condensed phase which consist of molecules of composition 
different from that of the initial condensed phase. 
If S1B6 were to vaporize incongruently it might pre-
ferentially vaporize silicon and form a condensed phase more 
. ' . 
rich in bOron, or a v8.por such aS SiB3 and solld boron might 
result from the vaporization of SiB6, or instead of solid 
boron, there m.ight be a ne~ condensed phase richer in boron. 
The above are only illustrative examples and by no means do 
they includ~ ~11 of the posslbllitles. 
The phase rule will now be referred to again, since 
!t ls useful 1n preqtctlng whether the vapor pressure or a 
system will only be a function of the temperature or whether 
!twill be a function of the temperature and the composition. 
The question to be answered by the phase rule ln this dis-
cussion is how many variables must be fixed !n order to fix 
the vapor pressure. 
If one has a congruently vaporizing process involving 
two elements, one may consider this system as a one compo-
nent system or as a two component' system with one degree of 
freedom fixed, i.e., the composition. The remaining degrees 
of freedom are the same whether one considers the congruent 
vaporlz!ng system as a two component system or a one com-
ponent system. For the one component system lt is apparent 
13 
from equ,tlon (1) ·that, it one has tw~ phases present~ a 
condensed phase and a gaseous phase, one has only one degree 
of freedom remaining •. ~It: one fixes. the temperature there 
are . n.o longer· any, ·degrees. ot freedom left and thus:. the 
pressure may '.have only. one value.· 
When one considers incongruent processes ot·vaporlza-
ton involving a two component system, one must dlstingu!s h· 
between ftnlvarlant.~nd divariant ·systems~ In the case.of 
'• ~~ 
the univar!ant ,system a new phase·ts formed !n addition to 
the original condensed phase and the.gas phase. This system 
is said to· ·be uni variant since· there are· always three phases 
present and thus from equation .(1) 1t ls seen that there is 
only one degree of freedom •. ) If one fixes the temperature 
there are:no longer any degrees of ·freedom remaining and 
thus the pressut'e may have only one value • 
. In the case of the di variant system, a new condensed 
phase is not:.formed 1nlt1aly by the vaporization process., 
but instead the composition of the original condensed phase 
is changed •. lt is apparent from equation (1) that one must 
have a second condensed phase present or must establish the 
composition of the condensed phase in order for the pressure 
to be f 1.xed. 
In order to determine the nature of the pressure-
composition diagram two forms or experiments were conducted. 
The condensed phases before and after vaporization had 
14 
occurred were examined by X•ray diffraction and by·wet methods 
to determine what the composition of the vapor must have 
been in order to have produced t'he changes, if ·any,· in ·t.he 
composition of the condensed phases'• In the second method, 
a portion of the vaporwas:condensed,and the.condensate 
was analyzed·to determlrie the composition of the vapor phase. 
C- Effusion Method of Measurement of Pressure ---------------- ----------
There are several methods which might be·used to 
measure the·vapor p~essure of a substance. Some of these 
methods are the static, boiling point, transpiration, 
Knudsen effusion (19, 20 1 21), and Langmuir free evapora-
tion (22) methods. 
The vapor pressure of the compounds found was appre-
ciable only at high temperatures. At high temperatures a 
vacuum is desirable to prevent interaction and to prevent 
the loss of power. Ot the methods mentioned above only the 
Knudsen effusion method and the Langmuir method lend them-
selves to measurements in evacuated systems. 
In the case or the eftuslon method, the vapor pressure 
ls determined by the number of molecules of the vapor which 
pass through an orifice in the container. In the Langmuir 
method there is no container, but instead free evaporation 
occurs from the sample surface. Probably one ot the biggest 
disadvantages of the Langmuir method is the inability to 
15 
measure the ,temperature of.the surface of the sol~d sample 
if 1 t .is di:ff;erent from that of the body of the sample._ 
Probably .the most. significant di~advantage in ~sing the 
Knudsen method is to f!nd a satisfactory crucible material. 
· T.he Knudsen e.rrusion method requires. a, me~surement .of 
all_ i~he vapor, passing t~rough an 1d.ea1 orlf ice.. The yap or 
pres,ures .measured ln this thesis were measured by c~ll~ctlng 
only that portion o~ .the ,vapor., .~rpm. a non-ideal orifice 
whi.~11 ,pa~s~d :thrpugh a !!mite~. ~o~ld a~gle., therefor~ it was 
ne.c~ssary, to.:,know t~e ._function ,for .the: angular. distribution 
' . ' ' '. . : 
of the vapor which .~ff.used_ throu,gh_ an ideal :orif lee,. the 
c9rrect!ons to the. function which are necessary for a non-
ideal orifice, and the integration of the function for the 
above processes. The cosine law gives the distribution for 
an Ideal orifice. Clausing (23, 24) has determined the 
corrections for a non-ideal orU'lce, and- Freeman and Searcy 
(25, 26) have integrated the functions. In order to under-
stand the lim!tat!ons of the .above.methods, one should have 
a concept or the the~rles and assumptions which serve as the 
basis or the equations which. are used later !n this thesis. 
1, Knudsen Effusion ---- ........ -
The Knudsen effusion equation !s based on the assump-
tion that the number of molecules effusing through an 
orifice will be equal to the difference in the number of 
molecules from each. side of the orifice striking the cross 
16 
sectional area of the orifice. From the kinetic theory or 
gases.the number striking the cross section from one side 
ts given by the equation: 
.In the above equation, 
n. is the number. of concet1tration of vapor species, 
k ii Boltzman's constanti 
·· T ·ls the absolute temperature,·.· 
· m ls the mass ·of a particle.df the vapor species 
(2) 
tis the duration.of time ·in which the measurement is 
made.,·and 
Sis the cross sectional area or the orifice.· 
At low pressures it !s satisfactory to use the ideal gas 
law to determine the value for E, thus 
p 2 i , z = 2 1 ,r mkT fZ • (3) 
Knudsen stated that the net effusion was equal to the 
difference in the number from each side coll !ding wl th the 
«... ' 
orlf ice cross section, ther·erore the number effusing is 
· z~ = ( 21r mkTf""t (P ' ... pu), (4) 
where f! and P".:represent the pr-essures on either side of 
the orifice. When the experimental details are discussed 
in a later section or this thesis, it will be apparent that 
the pressure of the gas on one side of the orifice will be 
negligible w!th respect to the other.· This last statement 
combined with a fmowledge or the molecular weight of the 
vapor species permits one to write the equation 
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(5) 
tor. the measurement of the pressure from the measurement or 
the mass or material which effused through an orltiee. JI.is 
the mass of material whlch effused through the orifice and 
M ls the molecular weight. -
2. Cosine Law -----
The cosine law states that the number ot molecules 
whtch effuse 1n a direction whlch makes an angle 9 with a 
normal to the cross section of an orltlce wlll be given by 
where ~ .is the .soll.d angle whose axis ls inclined at an 
angle of !! from· the nor.mal. Figure 1 assists one to 
vlsuallze the angles Involved. For an angle of zero cos 
els one, thus 
Z 0. = ~ (.§!d)t s O 4,r 1t m t" ~ 
(6) 
( 7). 
lf one cUv!des equation (6) by equation (7), one has the 
ratio of molecules which effuse through a solld angle ln• 
cllned 9° from the normal wlth respect to the molecules -
effusing through the solld angle whose axis coincides with 
the normal. The results of the division are 




3._ ~lausina •s Corrections 
Clausing (23·, 24) f'lrst consid_ered_ the probabl 11 ty that 
a_ mo.lecule woul_d be effused through a tube and then he con-
sidered· the angular dfsfrlbution of the molecules. This is 
the order in which thet~ two corrections will be discussed 
here. . 
a. · Probability that !! Molecule :!ill Effuse· 
· Through !. 'Tu.!?_! · 
The number or molecules which pass through an orifice 
will be giv·en by the equation 
Z='WSz, (9) 
where J!.. ls the probability that a molecule will pass through 
an orifice !fit strikes the orifice,§ is the cross sec-
tional area of the orifice, and z· is the number or mole--
cu1es which hit the wall per unit area. For the' ideal 
orifice, the orifice with infinitely thin walls,·w will 
have a value of one. ·Clausing assumed that the number of 
molecules which hit the orifice was given by the kinetic 
theory for an ideal gas at a pressure P. He also assumed 
that the molecules which hit the walls of the non-ideal 
orifice were restituted in accordance with the cosine law. 
Finally, he assumed that there was molecular flow inside 
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the orifice. He considered the flow through the orifice to 
be composed of the sum of two processes. He considered that 
part of the molecules passed through the orifice without 
undergoing any collisions. The remaining molecules passed 
through the hole only with one or more collisions with the 
wall of the orifice. 
Clausing calculated values for several probabilities 
which he incorporated into the total probability. He indi-
cated that the total probability was equal to 
(10) 
In the above equation L ls the length of the orifice, 
' -
w5 r(x)ds ls the mean probability over the cross section or 
the orifice .that a molecule which leaves the cross section 
falls on a ring in the orlf ice £!15. long which is at a distance 
~ from the cross section., .~ is the probabl 11 ty that a 
molecule passes Into a second container without returning 
to the first container, and w55 {L) 1s the mean probability 
over a cross section area of the orifice that a molecule 
leaves the disk and falls directly on a second disk at a 
distance h• 
Clausing was unable to obtain a rigorous solution for 
.!Cx). He concluded that for very small values ot !Lb,, 
where !. ls the radius of the orifice, ·and at a suff lclent 
distance from the end of the orifice the following equation 
is fairly satisfactory: 
w(x) = x/L. 
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( 11) 
For values of r/L larger than one that the following equation 
is more satisfactory: 
w(x) =. c>< + 1 - L 2 o<. x. {12) 
Clauslng 1 stated that if equation (12) were a true 
solution ex would turn out to·be a constant; however ex. was - ' -
a function of lS,, the di stance along the orif' lee., It was 
found that tor large values of rl,L· ~ was practically lnde• 
. ' ' 
, I '• ' ·, • ' 
pendent or· x.· ·· ln considering a value for ~ he. could have 
chosen a mean value,·or he could have chosen values con-
tinuously over the length or the orifice. 
There were certain restrictions on the choice of values 
for o<. It was necessary to choose values such that -. 
w(x} = x/L 
for small values of rtL and such that 
w = .!Le.. 3L 
(13) 
(14) 
for long orifices. In order to satisfy these conditions 
the choice 
0(. = ( 1.5) 
was made~ The above choice for~ was made to satisfy 
extreme conditions; however, Clausing tested the choice for 
intermediate value of rL~ and found that it was accurate 
to within 2% error •. 
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By the use of the :above approximation for~' Clausing 
reported,the folowing solution tor the probability that a 
molecule would,effuse through a non-ideal orifice: 
w = 1-2 o< [4r3+(L2-2r2) J L2+4r2-L3] + 
3r2L 
ex+ ~~  · {L2•L J L2+4r2+2r2] ( 16) 
Demarcus· and· ·Hopper (27, 28) also have. formulated, by 
a 'slightly dif'ferent 'app'roach·, a vai'ue .for' the' probability 
that. a: 'molecule, 'Wil effuse thrtiugh a nori.~ideal or1f 1ce. 
They compcired thel r val ue·s · against Clausing ts an.d found 
that the difference· d'id 'not exceed 0.1% ·tor a value ~of ,L/r 
less than two. 
b~'·: · Angula!_. D1str1bu~1on or Efusing .Molecules 
Clausing extended the above treatment to consider the 
'. , ' ,· : ' - ' 
deviation from the cosine law which was caused by the use 
of orifices which were not intini te ly thin. In order to 
present an equation for the deviation, he first estimated the 
number of molecules striking the orifice cross section at 
point it, 
L -X 
g(x) = z [~ + (1 • 2«.}J L )]. (17) 
Once again he found !t necessary to estimate a value for 
~ -·In this 'case·, he det,lned it in a different fashion, ,•' ; ) . ) Ii ' 
o(. = J L2 + q.r2 • L 
, 2r .+ _.Jt.r2 
. · J L2 + 4r2 
• (18) 
Once again the equation for~ ls only an approximation. 
2.3 
It is valid only when·bL.£. approaches zero; however, it is 
a ve·ry good approximation' even when 1. is equal .to !ll:• 
Cl~usirtg considered the effusion of molecule* in the 
direction.!, .from the ring~ inside the: orifice. · .see 
figure 2. He stated that only molecules passing through the 
shaded area of the two circles did not strike the walls of 
the orU'ice. He then combined the apparent geometrical 
relationship.for this with the cosine law to derive an ex-
pression for the number of molecules which passed through 
the orifice without striking the walls of the orifice and 
for the number of molecules which passed through the orifice 
after collision with .the walls. In the first case tan 9 
is. less than 2rLL, and in the second case tan 9 is greater 
than. 2rL.b..• 
The traction effusing in the direction i through the 
solid angled@ !s given by the following: -
tor the first case 
z. cos 0 d.(A.) J< (s) 0 , =n= 
which after integration gives 





ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF EFFUSING MOLECULES 
FIGURE 2 
P = L tan Q ,1 
2r 
for the second case 
<'OS 6 Jw JLL• ik. -4 J s•-,-~ l O< . ( 1-2.:) L ~~  Js 
-t ... Q 
which after integration yields 
k(e) dw "~ cos 0 c!~iri""I. [o< ._-4 (t-2-oc.)] 
1T . ' . . ; '"31l"'.p 





In the above equations .B1!1 is the function which represents 
the shaded area of Figure 2. 
I 
In both taies the quantity in~lde the brackets is 
des~gnated by!, which is'the deviation from the cosine law. 
If one makes~ polar plot of T cos Q as a function of 
~, one finds that the curve comes to a sharp point when~ 
is equal ~o zero. lt does not seem reasonable that the plot 
should come to a shar~. point. Examination of the equations 
already presented wil indicate another unreasonable con-
sequence. There is a sharp discontinuity in the number of 
molecules which strike the wals of the orifice, as one 
approaches an infinitely thin. orifice. These two dis-
crepancies Indicate that.Clauslng's work leaves something 
to be desired in the theory which enables one to calculate 
the deviation from the cosine law tor a non-ideal orifice. 
4. Freeman~ Searcy's Inte9ratlon 
Freeman and Searcy (25, 26) were interested in the 
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tract! on of molecules, 11, which effuse through a hole into 
a cone whose sides are at an angle, ~, with the n.ormal to 
· the ho.le. This is the proble·m one encounter~ ·when try!ng 
to determine the number or molecules which effuse through a 
hole by measuring the number which impinge upon a ta~get a 
g!ven _distance r.rom the hole. If. one_ ls able to integrate 
equations (20 and 23), one has the desired an$wer., 
n = f 9 T cos e ~ • (25) Jo 1T 
Equation (25)· cannot be integrated analytically; 
however, 1t can be e·valuated by Simpson's 'method,: if! is 
. . 
known for the required values or ~.· Since ~- 1s rarely 
greater than 20° and usually only has values between o0 
and 20°, 1 is nearly a linear function of~. for a given 
value of J:Lt. Freeman and Searcy have approximated! by 
T = 1.0000 ~ 0.3260 h 9. (26) - r 
Combination of equations (25.and 26) and the substitution 
of 2 it sin 9 dQ.tfor dw upon integration gives 
n = s!n2e • 0.08151. (sin 29 - 29 cos 29). r (27) 
Freeman and· Searcy· have estimated that the accuracy of the 
above· equation ls ± 1% for values. of LLr less than 2.0 and 
for values of e less than 0.35. The angle! must be expressed 
_in radt'ans. 
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D •. !hermod;tnamlp Quantities. from Vapor Pressure Measurements 
~fter the phase diagram for a parti~ulat' system, the 
thern,iodynamic functions are th~ next most us~ful to charac-
1 : ':; ;. 
terite a system's .1nte:ract1on with 1 ts environment. lf one 
knows the thermodynamic functions for the products and.the 
i) •• ;' ' • ,,, • • • ,, ' • , • 
reactants for the temperature under C(?nslderatlon, one may ... 
calculate the equilibrium con·s~an~ for· the reaction and 
deterinirte whether the reaction under consideration can 
proceed to an appreciable extent if th~rmodynamlc equilibrium 
, ' I ' ' t C ' 
is reached •. There are·sever£I1 ways. to calculate the thermo-
dynamic· functions from va.por·pressure 'measurements. 
The first or these is termed the second law method. 
The relationships for the Gibbs free energy,: 
,6fD = 6 HO • T 6S0 = ~RTln: K, 
may be rearranged to 
4H0 . As 0 · ln K = ... R~ + --. . ,, R 
(28) 
(29) 
It w!ll be shown in the chapter which presents the results 
,that the equi llbrium constant which is· ot interest is., 
K = a silicon (a boron)~, 
a SiB6 
' • • ' II~:\ ' I 
. (30) 
lf the activity of the S1B6 is concluded to be unity and 
the activity of the silicon is equal to its pressure, one 
, may combine equation (29) and (30) to obtain, 
ln Psi A H
0 Aso = • - + - - .6 ln aa . RT . R . (31) 
It is apparent from the above .equation that a plot of the 
natural logarithm ot the pressure in atmospheres as a 
function. of the reciprocal of the absolute temperature ts 
a.straight line if the enthalpy, entropy, and activity of 
I 
borori ·are independent ·ot temperature •.. It has an intercept 
. . 
' equal' to the 'entropy' di ;i,ded.· by the 'gas constant minus the 
natural .logarithm of the sixth power of the activity .·or the 
boron •. :The slope of the above plot is equal to minus the 
enthalpy divided by·the gas constant. 
: • ' \' ' <' ' ' ' 
The enthalpy and the entropy obtained from the above 
processes are approximate at the temperature range of the 
experiments. Va.lues at other temperatures,.· must be obtained 
by the use of heat capacity data. In the event the desired 
heat capacity data are not available it.may be estimated. 
ln order to obtain an enthalpy and entropy of' vapori-
zation from the above treatment it is only necessary to 
combine the thermodynamic values obtained with the thermo-
dynamic values for the sublimation of silicon. 
There is another way to obtain the thermodynamic 
quantities from measurements of vapor pressure. The 
entropy at the temperature of vaporization may be deter-
mined from the entropy of the reactants and the products. 
From· the.measurement of the equilibrium constant at a par-
. t.1cu1ar temperature, one is able to calculate the enthalpy 
of the process from the relationship 
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-RT ln K = A H0 • T AS o (32) 
This last.method ,is frequently called theith!rd law method 
from. the .manner in which the entropy is obtained •. 
, Gilles ( 18) has indicated that. it is not uncommon for 
second law values to be in.error by more than ten percent. 
The third law value for the·quant!t!es is usually.more 
reliable. ·Heat capacJty data and entropy data.ai;we frequently 
not ayallable and must.be estimated, thus the reliab!llty 
of .the third law value may.be impaired somewhat. 
IV EXPERIMENTAL 
Three basic types of experiments were performed, 
studies to determine the condensed phase diagram for the 
silicon boron system, studies to determine what vapor 
species existed for the silicon boron system, and lastly 
studies to determine the vapor pressure of S1B6 • All of 
the experiments were performed 1n a high vacuum, inductively 
heated apparatu•• 
The apparatus consisted of a crucible of either BN 
or ZrB2 , ~- susceptor of Ta or Mo, a glass envelope and 
support system, vacuum pumps and gauges, induction heating 
equipment, and a method for the measurement of temperature. 
For some of the experiments which involved the study of the 
vapo~ a system of replaceable targets was used to condense 
and collect the vappr. The equipment will be discussed in 
the above order. lt will be followed by a discussion of 
the procedures used. Finally the method of analysis for 
silicon and boron will be given. 
A. Selection of a Suitable Crucible Material ------ - - .................. -- ---- ----
1. Possible crucibles 
The selection of a satisfactory crub!cle in which to 
carry out the reactions between silicon and boron and to 
form vapor pressure measurements was one or the most diffi-
cult parts of this research. A wide variety of crucible 
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materials, including metals, graphite, oxides, boron car• 
bide, sllicon carbide, boron nitride, and metal bor!des, 
was investigated to find ones that would meet the require-
ments of being relatively inert towards the chemical attack 
of' sl Ucon and boron ~nd yet be .sufficiently refractory at 
temperatures as high as 2000°c. 
The refractory metals were considered as possible 
materials from which to construct crucibles. Molybdenum 
(m.p. 2(,25°c.), ·tantalum (m.p. 2996°c.), and tungsten 
(m.p. 3410°c.) (29) have desirable melting points. Tung-
, sten was· not· used J,as a crucible material, since a method of 
fabricating a crucible from the metal was not known !n this 
laboratory when the search was made for a crucible material. 
It was believed that silicon and boron would react. with a 
crucible of either molybdenum or tantalum; however, attempts 
were made to use them. The boron was found to react readily 
with the molybdenum crucible (El) and the tantalum crucible 
(E2). 
The use ot graphite (E3) as a crucible material was 
not any more successful than the use of molybdenum or 
tantalum, because even at the re"latlvely low apparent 
temperature of 1700°c. boron was found to react more readily 
with graphite than silicon. When silicon was heated ln a 
graphite crucible without the presence ot boron it was 
found to react wlth the graphite to form a modification 
of S1C. 
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Since the elements did not have all of the desired 
properties whlc:h were require<i. for .the use of the material 
as.a .crucible, the oxides were investigated.next. The use 
of quartz was attempted (E4). ;Although quartz could not be 
used at the.higher temperatures, it was believed that. 
possibly quartz could be used .. for some: o:r the, sample pre-
paratl ons at the lower.temperatures, 1500°c •. It was used 
a few times;. however, sag· was a definite problem. 
·The choice of alumina (E5) as a crucible material had 
two dls~dvantages. Alumina reacted with both silicon and 
boron to form gasef?US. species which were readily lost from 
the crucible. Alumina alsp apparently formed a eutectic 
with silicon and the bottom of the crucible was found to 
melt. at a temperature of about 1850°c. Alumina is reported 
to melt at·201S0c. (30). 
There was some belief that perhaps magnesia might 
prove to be a satisfactory material. Unfortunately, despite 
its high melting temperature, magnesia (E6) has a high 
vapor pressure which prevents its use in vacuum at tempera-
tures in excess of·l6oo0c. 
Z1rcon1a (stabllfzed) (E7) was used as a crucible for 
a number of the attempted preparations of a compound between 
silicon and boron. Zr02 undergoes a change in the crystal 
structures when it ls heated to high temperatures. The 
possible crystal modifications cause fabricated parts to 
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crack when they are repeatedly heated or. cooled. The crystal 
structure ot zro2 may be stabilized by the addition of.small 
amounts of Cao. In certaln inst.ances this stabilization may 
be.satisfactory. When attempts were made to heat boron·in 
a stab! !!zed zro2 cr:ucible. in this laboratory, it was. found 
that. Cao was sublimed· from the crucible into the boron and 
CaB6 was formed • 
. Because. the· .oxides were not· found to be satisfactory, 
the other cQmpounds were tried. It was ,postulated that 
perhaps B4C would form.a mor~ ;suitable .crucible, but. 
crucibles of .this material were not readily available. lt 
was not believed .. to l:>e possible to fabricate a a4c .crucible 
without ~pecial equipment. Attempts were made to coat the 
inside of a graphite crucible with sufficient boron to form 
a coating of B4C wh!ch would be inert with respect to attack 
by boron, or silicon., or any compound that silicon and boron 
might form with each other. In all cases the graphite which 
absorbed the boron in the process of forming the B4C had a 
tendency to expand, and this resulted !n the rupture of the 
walls of the graphite crucible. 
Recently self bonded silicon carbide crucibles and 
nitride bonded silicon carbide crucibles have appeared on 
the market. At the time when a crucible material was being 
sought, the only S1C crucibles that were available were 
silicon bonded and graphite bonded (EB). The graphite bonded 
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crucibles were perhaps,,not as good as pure graph! te, since 
they possessed the same reactivity but lacked the structural 
stre~gth of·graphite •. The silicon bonded. crucibles. (E8) 
suffered from similar disadyantages. , After,. sil!con carbide 
was examined as a poss!b!Uty,. more was learned. about the 
sinter!ng of powders.to form usablc.?,crucibles.· It:might have 
be~n possible to tabrlcate r,ad!ly a nitride bonded or. sel~ 
bonded, s! Ucon .. carbi4e crucible. 
2 •. B~ro~ ~itrlde C~uci~les --------------------' ' :· . ,' ·.' ' ' 
Boron nitride was found to possess some of the most 
useful characteristics, and it was used for the preparative 
work. Not only was it Inert towards reaction with silicon 
' . 
and boron 1 but !n addltlon the molten silicon did not wet 
I 
the boron nitride. The boron nitride was obtained from the 
manufacturer in the form of 3/4 inch rods (E9), but it was 
readily fabricated into crucibles and lids. It is possible 
to machine boron nitride about as readily as one machines 
graphite. 
The decomposition of BN becomes appreciable at higher 
temperatures~ In order to preve~t this decomposition, 
attempts were made initially to use the BN crucibles in a 
nitrogen atmosphere. This was an unsatisfactory arrange-
ment, since the nitrogen atmosphere reacted with the 
material in the crucible to form nitrides. It was later 
found that the BN crucible could be used at temperatures as 
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high as 1700°c.J however, at this temperature a vacuum of 
only. about 1 x 10-4mm •.. or mercury· :could be .obtained in the 
··Vacuum.system. This ··pressure presented no great. problem for 
sample preparation~,: but 1 t ~endered. the BN useless for .use 
in the measurement of· .the vapor pressure of SiB6• 
It was found necessary, .to ·heat the_ BN crucibles in . 
vacuum :bef·ore :using them. ·.Th~: BN · suppl led by the manufac-
tu~er was<contamtnated with, some .form of calcium, and .when 
:the ;BN was ,heated .the .calcium was sublimed into.-the sample. 
',. • I I' ' . 
M~ial Borlde Crucibles ·- .................................................... ......... 
It was believed from the first that the use of a re-
. :tractory b9ride 'or titanium, 'zirconium, or tantalum wouid 
prove to be satisfactory •. 1Al l of these materials already 
contained boron and have relatively high melting points. 
TiB2 melts···at · ~a. 26oo
0c.; TaB2 dec.omposes to form other 
bor!des at temperatures above 2ooooc.; and·ZrB2 melts at 
2990.3000°c. (31) After the phase diagrams ror the three 
compounds had been compared (5), it was concluded that 
ZrB2 would be the most stable with respect boron attack. 
Crucibles or the above materials were not available 
commercially and, initially, no attempt was made to fa~r1-
cate them. It was believed that in order to accomplish 
sinterlng of the above refractory borides, one would have 
to heat the ma.tet'!al to a temperature which was higher than 
the temperatures attained in this laboratory. 
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In the flr,st attempts to fabricate a crucible· of TaB2, 
mixtures of tantalum and boron were pressed into the desired 
shape and heated .to initiate reacti'on between the tantalum 
and the boron. This was .·not a satisfactory method. ·The 
tan.ta1um reacted so vigorously:w!th the boron that much 
heat was generated and the. shape.was destroyed by the ex-
panding gases. ·. Attempts were· made to increase the applied 
heat slowly to prevent 'the vigorous reaction., but the 
vigorous·reaction persisted. ·Diluting the tantalum and the 
bo~on.w1th TaB2 was also not successful in decreasing the 
dlslntegratlon of the form before it had sintered. 
Since the shap~ of the material could not be maintained 
ln the above experiments., attempts were made to hot press 
·the desired shapes. The material was held inside a graphite 
mold, the pressure was applied by a laboratory press (ElO), 
and the mold was heated by induction heating. This arrange-
ment was more successful than the heating of the unrestricted 
form. Hot pressing had the disadvantage that .it was most 
difficult to remove the product from the mold, because part 
of the boron ·reacted with the graphite mold instead of with 
the ,tantalum. With the·hot pressing arrangement described 
;above, it was only possible to attain a temperature of 
1200°c. and a pressure of ca. 1000 p.s.1. When higher 
pressures were placed on the graphite plungers of the 
apparatus, they were crushed. 
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It was fou.nd; f lna1.ly t.hat. a aernt-sati~factory .crucible 
of .rigid to.rm could be obt~!neci by heating .t.aB2 af~er it 
1had .been pressed }.nto the: .d:es!r,ed shape •. The .probJem 
.us~ally asso.clate,~ with su.ch a11 .operation is the r-emoval 
.of tl'le _press~d~powd.er . ~hape. f_ro~ .the dies. Occasio~al ly 
one als~. f.inds t~at .the materlaJ w,i 11 crack ,vh!le, it is 
being. heated to t.he .temperature, at :which .slnter!ng, occurs. 
lt ;was .tound:, tha_t th.~ problem c.01.qd be: .solved .l?Y using 
the .fol l.ow!_ng proce_dure.:. T~e powder. was moistene.d. wi.th. a 
few dtC?PS of water before It. was.press~d. The :faces of the 
\~·. 
dies were. lined with weighing paper :which facl Ut,ated the 
' . 
form to be slipped :from the dies. Finally the form was 
_pressed .by stages,. t .e., only enough material was added to 
form the sides and only after the sides had been pressed 
was_more material added to be pressed into a bottom. 
Sinterlng of the. crucible was accomplished by heating the 
material for one houl' at 2000°c. 
Figure 3 is a sketch of the dies used. They were 
fabricated from cold-rolled steel rods. Note that.the end 
of plunger B was used to press the walls ~nd the other end 
was used to press the bottom. Plungers C and D were used 
to form one of the lids which were used !n the. effusion 
experlm,ents. Dies of different d!menslons were used to 


















It was anticipated that TiB2 coi;ld a'lso be sintere~., 
but:the surprising finding was that ZrB2 could be sintered 
with out the necessity to· exceed 2000°c •.. · l.t wa~ found that 
' . . ' ' . 
the ZrB2 was s1nte1'.'ed sufficiently after it :''.ha.d; been· heated 
for: two hours. at 2000°c,. The '.zirconium and .. titani.um .borldes 
were obtaine.d ·commercially (Elli ,E12); however, the tantalum 
' ' ' 
horide was prepared. in this laboratory.from tantalum-and 
boron· (El.3, El4}.. 1 • 
·. After the avallabi 11 ty of either a,.T!B2 , TaB2; or 
ZrB2 crucible was realized, theproblem·was whlch or the 
borides would. be the least likely to react.with silicon, or 
boron., or thei·r compounds.'-'·The problem· was .solved in a 
rather'simple fashion.· By the time it was reallzed that a 
refractory metal boride could.be formed into a,crucible, 
SiB6 had already been prepared in a BN crucible. Mixtures 
were prepared betw~~~~m each o~ the borldes and the SiB6. 
The· mixtures were; .pressed into. plugs ... and heated one; at a: 
time, in the TaB2 ; crucible· for'. 30 minutes at 171.5°c •. An. 
X"":'ray diffract.! on pattern. {El.$) was prepar,ed of the material 
before and after:the heating •. The appearance of ~ddltional 
lines in' the f'11ms: taken 1 after' U>;e heating was considered 
as ·evidetlce'· of' 'int.e ractlofr. 
TaB2··d·isplayed the··most reaction with the SiB6; how-
ever, no reaction appeared to occur between the ZrB2 and 
the SiB6•· The reaction products between the refractory 
bor!des and SlB6 were not identified. 
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B. Crucible Desisn 
It was possible to make a relatively tight titting lid 
for the BN crucible; however, the vapor pressure of the BN 
was appreciable. The vapor pressure of the ZrB2 was 
negligible; however, a tight fitting lld could not be .·, 
fashioned from this material, because neither the tolerances 
could be maintained during the sinterlng process, nor could 
the resulting piece be machined. Since a tight fitting lld 
was necessary for the sample preparations to prevent the 
loss of silicon, the BN crucible was used for this purpose. 
Since the vapor pressure of BN could not be tolerated when 
the vapor pressure of S!B6 was measured, the ZrB2·cruclble 
and two different lids with orifices of approximately 1/16" 
and 1/8" were used for this purpose. 
In a 1-ter section the use of induction heating will 
be described. Neither BN nor ZrB2 will heat inductively; 
therefore,,.,! t was necessary to surround the material wl th a 
susceptor which could be heated by Induction. The hot suscep-
tors heated the BN and ZrB2 crucibles by radiation. Tantalum 
was used to heat the ZrB2 and molybdenum was used to heat 
the BN. Both were equally well suited; therefore, the' 
choice was made on the basis of the availability or the 
desired shapes which were required. 
Theoretically !n order to have the crucible and the lid 
at a uniform temperature, 1t is necessary to surround them 
completely with a susceptor at a uniform temperature. In 
order to try to accomplish this, covers which also heated 
inductively were placed on top of the susceptors. 
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In order t9 prevent interference with the vapor effus-
ing through the orlflce of the ZrB2 lid, !twas necessary 
to provide a hole in the susceptor cover which was used 
with the ZrB2 crucible and lid. The hole had to be small 
enough to prevent the lid from ~ecom!ng cooler than the 
crucible. On the other hand, the hole had to be as large 
as possible·to prevent the susceptor cover from interfering 
with the beam of the moiecules effusing through the orifice. 
If the distribution were disturbed, equation (27) would not 
give the fraction collected. 
In order to decide what size hole should be made in the 
susceptor cover, several covers were designed and used. The 
one that was selected tor the effusion measurements had a 
hole Just small enough to prevent the vapor from depositing 
in the orifice, yet the hole was sufficiently large that no 
vapor could be observed on the under side of it after its 
.use. It will be shown later that it was necessary to have 
two lids :for the ZrB2 crucible. Since the lids had dif-
ferent size holes and were or different thicknesses, a 
susceptor was provided tor each l!d. 
Since less power was generated ln the bottom of the 
susceptor than in the sldes, the bottom of the susceptor 
was cooler· than the sides. In order to separate the 
crucibles ·from the. bottoms or the; susceptors, a disc was 
ra.shloned from the SJame material as the c.rucib.les. and the 
cr,uc1bl.es were supported by these .discs., In .order to 
measure. the temperature .or the: bottom of .the· crucible, a 
ho.le· was provided ,In the, bott.om of. the susceptor. and: in 
the: supporting disc. 
, Fi.gur~, 4 is a diagram of the BN. cruci·ble; inside the 
molybdenum .susceptor. Figure 5 is .a diagram of the· ZrB2 
crucible and· one of the Uds, and susceptors which were. 
us.ad with ! t. , 
c. Suppor~ System 
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The susceptor which contained the crucible was 
supported on a seml-klnematic quartz table. The table was 
constructed from a cylindrical quartz blank (El6). Cut 
across the top of the blank were grooves which Intersected 
ln the center of' the top· to form angles of 600 with one 
another. A glass saw and a specially designed Jig were 
used to facilitate the cutting of the gro'oves. The table 
rested on.top of' a Vycor tube which was sealed to the glass 
envelope. A circular groove was cut into the bottom of the 
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.P. Sample Preearatlon Apparatus 
The.sample preparation ap~aratus was constructed of 
Pyrex and Vyc(?r. The 1 ower Pyrex part was coi:inected to 
the cold t.rf:1-p of the ci1ffuslon pump. It was 75mm. in 
,~!ameter, and·was .Joined .to;a 55/50 stan,dardtaper Jol~t. 
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A s!d.e arm was seal,ed :to this sect! on to provide an optical 
wiildow~ Through the opt,lcal window and a prisill which was 
contained in this,section could be observed the bottom of 
' • ' • ' • J ' • • • • • • •• -. • , • 
. the crucible •. A glass sht1t;er wh1.ch could be operated by 
a magnet outside the glass. ~nve lope coul.d close over the 
prism and prevent its. transmission characteris,tlcs from 
being changed .. The Vycor support .tube of the support assembly 
was connected to this lower section of the glass envelope. 
This section of the glass envelope was coillillon to this 
apparatus and the effusion apparatus which will be described 
in the next section. 
The upper half of the glass envelope consisted of a 
vertical condensor which connected to the lower half. This 
condenser was a standard wall thickness 51mm. Vycor tube 
.480mm. long closed at one end and sealed to a 55/50 standard 
taper Joint at the other. 
E. Effusion AEJ.?aratus, 
The effusion apparatus consisted of a system of 
replaceable targets and a Pyrex and Vycor envelope. Figure 
6 is a schematic diagram and Figure 7 is a photograph of 
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the effusJ..on .apparatus:. The crucible; susceptor., semi-
kinematiC · table., supporting ·tu.be, and lower ·portion· of the 
glass envelope have .already been discussed. 
It: will be noted '1nFigure·6 that:certain,,or ,the parts 
have. ·been specified 'to have been constructed· of Vycor., 'The 
remaining glass parts were constructed of Pyrex~ The 50mm. 
standar.d ·wall Vycor tube was of such a . length that the 
bottom of.· the magazine was 135.5 mm •. above ·the top·· of one 
of: the· two. crucible. lids~, 
.The copper targit ma~azine cou~d hold up ·to six targets 
for subs·equent exposure. The lower retaining ring of the 
magazine was beveled on the lower edge ot the inner periphery 
so·that a knife edge was formed at the top surface. This 
knife edge served to fix more definitely the fraction of 
vapor which was permitted to strike the target. The target 
was contained in a supporting ring which rested on the 
collimator ring. 
A plunger which could be actuated by a magnet outside 
the glass envelope consisted of a molybdenum rod affixed to 
an iron slug. A system of holes in the target magazine 
enabled the plunger, rod to strike the supporting ring which 
held a target and to push the ring and target out the side 
ot the magazine and into the target receiver. After the 
ring was ejected another ring and target dropped into posi-
tion. 
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A glass shutter which also could be operated by a· 
magnet wa·s ·positioned :below the target magazine~ This 
shutter ~ould be closed .to prevent vapor 'r~om striking the 
targets. Thus,. one could adjust the: temperature· of the 
crucible before a target was exposed. The use. of a. shutter 
also ena:bled ·. one to, fix more def inltely the ·time of the 
exp.os11r~ of the targets. 
· .. The' target rings werEf ~ooled by. contact, with the copper 
magazine which was in turn cooled by dry ·ice.acetone 
; • I > •' < ' 
refr! ge.rant, contained in the reservoir. d.i rect ly .above the 
target.magazine. 
,The targets consisted. of platinum discs 1 1/8 inches 
in diameter held 1n supporting rings of .stainless steel by 
22 gauge. spring copper wire. A.diagram of the target assembly 
is shown in Figure 8 •. 
F. Vacuum PumEs .!!!2. Gauges 
It was necessary to conduct the heatings in vacuum 
to insure• mean tree path of the vapor sufficient to 
prevent cotlisions of the effusing species with itself 
before it ·strikes the target. The vacuum technique also 
eliminates heat losses by conduction and convection and 
contamination by atmosphere. 
A dry ice acetone cold trap was provided above the 
dif:tus! on pump ·to prevent 011 from dU'fuslng into the 
apparatus. The trap consisted of a group of brass baffles. 
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The vacuum was attained by means of a mechanical fore 
pump· (El7) and an oi 1 diffusi'on· pump (E18).; The standard 
taper- glass Joints of the· glass· e·nvelope were rendered 
vacuum tight.by the use of'high vacuumst.opcock·grease 
(E19). · · The metal to metal seals Were fac·111 tated by. the 
.us·e of· neoprene non rings (E20). The copper to glass: seals 
· were: pur~hased (E21). 0Black wax"· (E22) was used to make 
the· glass· to erass seal ·at the bottom of·: the· effusion 
apparatus·, 
, The vacuum attained' was measured by means or a pl ran!·· 
gauge (E23), a cold cathode gauge (E24), and a logarithmic 
ion gauge (E2S). The piran1 gauge was used to measure the 
pressures from one atmosphere·to ·one micron and the ~old 
cathode gauge and the logarithmic ion gauge were used to 
measure pressures from· one micron to 10-7 mm. of mercury. 
For ·the effusion. measurements, it was possible to 
obtain a vacuum of 1 x 10·6mm.f however, when the BN crucible 
was used at. high. temperatures. a vacuum of only, 1 · x 10·4 :mm. 
could be obtained~ 
G. lnductlon Heating 
The crucibles were heated by the radiation or heat 
from susceptors which were heated by induction. Induction 
heating has a number or advantages. The heating occurs 
much more rapidly than other methods since the heat is 
generated within the body itself. There ls no need to pass 
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conductors' through the vacuum· envelope.· Finally, the region 
that ls h~ated is axially restricted tb the ~egion wlthin 
the·primary work coil. 
' ' 
. If one' neglects' the power ·1 osses· in the primary' work 
coil~· o'ne' v,ou'ld f lnd' that the' heat generated: 'in the sample 
is proportional to the ·:frequency~·: B:ecause power losses in 
the ·c1rcuitry increase-with .the frequency, there ls an 
optimum 'value for: the frequency., The· frequ·encles u·sed tor 
induct'! on heating· are a'lso restricted.,,· because of · the re-
servation· of certain rr·equencies for radio communic'at!ons. 
A 20 kw. ·vacuum tube oscillator (E26) was used as· a 
power supply for the' induction heating. · lt had' a rated 
frequency of ·5bO kc.· The work coil had a· :fairly high impe-
dance· because of the number of turns which were necessary 
to attain:_suff icient coupling with the susceptor. This 
necessitated the use of a minimum grid pickup, therefore it 
was possU:he to obtain a rrequency of only 390 kc. The 1 ow 
frequency did not impose a serious disadvantage on the 
maximum temperatures which could be obtained. It was never 
found necessary to use a power setting of more than 75% 
of full power. 
The power supply was controlled by means of the 
variation of the bias to the thyratron tubes in the recti-
fier section of the oscillator. The bias was controlled 
by a var 1 ab 1 e 1 OK .n res 1st or in series w 1th a var 1 ab 1 e 1 K .R 
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resistor serving as a verruer for the larger rest st or. To 
insure a more nearly constant power delivery the voltage to 
the vacuum tube oscillator was regulated by means of dry-
type induction voltage regulators (E27). A measure of the 
performance of the power supply is that the temperature 
would not change during one hour for a given power setting 
more than four degrees at a temperature of 1200°c. 
The primary work coll consisted of 1/4 in. flattened 
copper water tubing· fashioned into sixteen turns wl th an 
inside diameter of 75 mm. and a height of 70 mm. The turns 
were insulated from one another by asbestos paper. 
H. Temperature Measurement 
Temperature measurement was accomplished by means or 
an optical pyrometer (E28) which had been calibrated by the 
National Bureau of Standards, test no. G249.$4, 31 March 19.59. 
It is not suft'lclent to measure the temperature of an 
obJect by sl'ghtlng on it through the telescope of an optical 
pyr·ometer and matching the brightness of the filament with 
the brightness of the crucible. Corrections had to be made 
for the traction of the light that was reflected and absorbed 
when the llght passed through the window and prlsm which 
were necessary in these experiments. ln addition, the 
possiblllty had to be considered that the bottom of the 
crucible on which the pyrometer was sighted might not be at 
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the same temperature as the contents of the crucible .. There 
was also the possibility that an emissivity_correction should 
be applied to the temperature as determined by the material 
or the crucible. 
A discussion of the window and prism corrections will 
now be made. For correction purpose's the prism (E29) and 
the window (E30) were considered as a single unit, since at 
all times one did not sight through one without sighting 
through the other. They were considered as a single screen 
whlch absorbed a fraction of the light emitted by the 
crucible. 
The absolute true temperature of a body !t may be 
calculated by measuring the apparent temperature !a through 
a neutral screen and calculating the true temperature from 
equation (33) which is derived from Wein 1 s law. 
I I ?\ e "-"' 1 Ta - 1 Tt = - ~ ln 1 
In the above equation /\els the effective wave length, -
c2 ts We1n's second constant, and :Z::. ls the fraction or 
light transmitted. 
(33) 
The right side of the above equation may be considered 
as a constant tor purposes of calibration of windows and 
prisms. ' ~ The quantities £2 and ...J_ are true constants. For 
an optical pyrometer similar to the one used in these 
experiments, the effective wave length was found to vary 
from o.6$12 to o.6523 for the temperature range used~ 
The .effective wave lengths w.ere calculated by assuming that 
the temperature differences were 50°c. Since !twas possible 
I I I' \ 
to evaluate the right side ot the equation to ~nly two signi-
f !cant f 1 gures, 1 t .was considered satisfactory to regard 
?\e as a constant. - . \ 
It was necessary to evaluate the right side of equation 
I' , ; 
11 
' l ·' 
(33) ~everal times during thEr research. C.al~br~~lon was 
accompllshedby the use of a second vacuum system.similar 
: ' ! ' . i 't ' .. \ \. ; • ' 
to the one described previously. A graphite cylinder with 
' ! C,: 
a black body hole was heated wlth the induction heating 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ! ' ': 
equipmen~:· The temperature. of the body was measured in the 
normal manner and this measurement was:.~consldered to give a 
value for !t• · The temperature or the body was then measured 
by placing 'the window and the prism in the path of the 
optical pyrometer. ·This temperature was used as a value or 
!a \vhlch was combined with lt to· give the value of the 
right hand side.· These measurements were measured three 
times at each power setting. The power was adjusted so that 
temperature measurements might be made at 50° temperature 
intervals over the temperature range which was used in these 
measurements.· Initially attempts were made to calibrate 
the window and prism by sighting on the filament of a pro-
Ject!on lamp. It was found that the temperature or the 
graphite body was more constant than the filament and that 
it was easier to match the brightness of the filament to 
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the brightness· of ,the black body hole of the graphite 
cyUnder than. to·. the· brightness of the surface .of: the. ti la--
ment. 
Mention has already been made of the shutter which 
protected .the prl'sm· f:rc;>m the. depo~lt.at,ion ot . . vapor from_ 
.the suscaptor and crucible.. lt. was necessa,ry in. o-rder to 
prevent a coating that,would decrease the percentJge or 
.H.ght transmitted through the prism and thereby .void t.he 
cal ibratlon •. 
. Table ·1 shows the data gathered ,for a typical calibra• 
ti.on of the value for the right side of equation (33). 
TABLE I 
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of mean. to.028 
When this section was Introduced mention was.made ot 
the posslb111ty that the temperature of the sample was not 
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~qual : to, the temperature of the. l)ottom of .. the, crucible •. 
• ' • " • , ~ s ' I , • ,' ' 
I~ has. al~eady b,een stJted that. the .m~J~r thermal ,gradients 
occ.~rre.d a~ .. th.e :ends .of , the: susc~pt o~ . and · that the top and 
! • : ,, ·,.· 1 ' .' ' •. ' : 
the.·bottom.of.the .susceptor .. were clo.sed toipreven.t .the loss . . ' \ . ~,. ' '; . ' ' . , t . ' . -'·.·.. ! ·. " ; .. ' . ' ~ : : . . 
of ,h~at ~y ~adlation, The.use .bf a dlsc,to separate the 
; i • : , I \ .< :, \ • , < 1 : ' ' ' ' ~ i • ' , ' : . : I ; f ! . , ' . • , .. 1 
. erucil?~e .f.rorn this r~gion o~ .temperatu~~. gradient has .been 
;. i' ,' ,, ·. • : . ' . ':: • '. . '. ,'·' . '. 
ip.d~Gtl.ted, therefore .. the. assumption ,wa~ .. ,made tha~ the 
'· • J.. .. I i.. . . , , . . , ' -··" ·: ·'' ·· .. ' . . . 
. temperature· .of .the bo.tt.om was .the same :as that of the .. sample. 
' ' ,' , ; '1 . f ', l ~ ' , 1 • ~ . ' ·.: ·., .. ' . / . , •\ • . ; . ;: , i · ' ; 
, In ,~.~~et\ to measttre, the,. tru~ . ~emperature or a bod:[,. 
with. ,·a~\ opt~cal p~rometer, .. one must hav~ black body .condl-
tion,s, p.r a.pply .. some cQr~ectl,on :t~: the measur.ed temperature 
to ,convert, lt to. the tru~ temperatur.e. 
1 
In these experiments 
' f•- ( . . ! ' 
·. the tem~~r!tu~e ~easurements!wer~ made by sighting t~rough 
the .~uppottii;>-9, spacer and onto the bottom or the crucible. 
The' supporting spacer was intended t,o slmu;late: a. black body 
hole.· 
A. test· was made to determlp.e lf the d'!sc· did crea.te 
a black body hole. It was concluded that by sighting through 
the orifice down into the cruclble.dld·represent observing 
the ,temp~r~~ure· of a, black bo~y hole; therefore, by means 
of a window and prism above the crucibl'e and.a prism and 
window be low, the ~rucible a comparison of, the temperat':lre 
measured; by the. two methods was made. At 1739° the dlf""'. 
ference ln·the.two temperatures was found to be negligible; 
' ~ . . ' ' 
however; at. a te~pera~u~e or· 1987°K, it .was found that the'. 
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temperatu~e read from the bottom was nine degrees low. The 
appropriate corrections were made to the temperatures 
measured from the bottom of the crucible. 
I.. ~termJ.natJ on .2.! Phase Diagrams 
Now that the apparatus used has been discussed, the 
actual procedure used to determine the phase diagrams will 
be presented •. 
The temperature composition diagram was determined by 
heating samples of various compositions 1n closed crucibles 
to fixed temperatures. The phases were noted which were 
present 1n the sample after it had been cooled. The decom-
position temperatures were verified by making successive 
heatings at increasingly higher· temperatures until evidence 
of the decomposition products could be detected in the 
samples after they had been cooled. 
Two methods were used to determine the nature of the 
pressure composition diagrams. Samples were heated at 
various constant temperatures in open crucibles and the con-
densed phases were examined before and after the heatings. 
The nature of the vapor phase was deduced from the changes 
in the condensed phases. In the second type of experiment 
the platinum targets were used to condense some of the 
vapor. The deposit on the targets was examined to deter-
mine the ratio of silicon to boron which had been present 
1n the vapor. 
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The.silicon used -in the preparatlons.was represented 
by the manufacturer to be "solar gradett ,(:~'Ji,). The. amorphous 
boron ,used .was. represented by the manufacturer to be 99.2% 
pure (E14) •.. The. analysis submitted by thcf manufacturer for 
the boron listed· the, lmpuri ties, but no mention was made of 
any, oxygen 1mpur1 ty. An. analysis in thi~ 1:aboratory ind!~ 
cated that the amorphous boron was .. only 97.2% ·pure• The 
difference may or may not have been the presence. of oxygen · 
in the ;borori, · The method· o.f ana:lysi s of both the si 1.icon 
! ',, -.,.·' ' . < ' ' • • ' ' 
and .the boron will be. explained. i~ a later. section of this 
thesis. 
To insure the completion of the reaction the sl Ucon 
was powdered with a mortar (E32) sufficiently to pass. 
through a 325 mesh sieve (E3.$). To prevent the loss or 
silicon during reaction, al 1 or the preparations were 
carried out ln BN crucibles~ 
After the samples had been heated as rapidly as 
possible and cooled by discontinuing the supply or power, 
the material was examined by both X-.ray diffractl.on (El5) 
and wet analysis. It was found necessary to grind.the 
samples for X-ray diffraction in a boron carbide mortar 
and pestle (E34) to prevent contamination. The wet analy• 
sis.was necessary even for the samples for which no effu-
sion was planned. Some. sl lie on was lost even when the BN 
crucible and lid were used. 
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lt wa.s found necessary to heat" the samples for, a longer 
period of· time ·at the lower temperat·ures in ·order·. to esta.b"'!' 
Ush equllibrium~ At the lower temperature, 1227°c., some 
of the samples were ann~aled for eighteen hours. At the 
higher temperatures, 186o0c., the samples were annealed 
for only~ half hour. Dutlhg the anne~ling process the 
temperature was maintained to within'% 5°c • 
. The ·problem of the attainment of equilibrium was an 
lnte resting one.· At the higher temperatures this was not 
.a. problem, since the variation of the heating from one half 
to two·hours had no effect on the products formed. At the 
lower temperatures ·some erroneous conclusions were made with 
regard to.the nature of the phase diagram before it was 
realized that longer heating of the samples did have an 
effect on the products formed. Heating was continued at 
the lower temperatures until no change was observed in the 
products formed. 
J. _Measurement .2!. :'{!J?or Pressure. ·.2! fil.!!6 
The Knudsen effusion apparatus which was used to measure 
the vapor pressure of SiB6 has already been described. An 
account w~_ll now be given of the procedure which was used. 
lt' wa·s necessary to prepare a new sample each tlme 
the crucible was filled for the effusion studies. It was 
necessary to till the ZrB2 crucible almost full for each 
group of pressure measurements. Since the capacity of the 
ZrB2 crucible was about the same as the capacity of the 
BN crucible, allot one preparation was used to fill the 
crucible. 
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When the ZrB2 crucible had been filled it was possible 
to expose about five targets before the sample became de-
pletedrOT SlB6• The condensed phases in the cr.uclble were 
examined beiore and after the vaporization for the presence 
of two condensed phases. 
lh the event this criterion was not met the pressure 
measurements tor the' sample were dlsrega'rded. From what has 
been said 1n the theoretical chapter and the description of 
the apparatus, lt is apparent that only a fraction of the 
vapor was condensed on the platinum targets. The vapor 
pressures were calculated by the use of the following 
equation, 
p = W (2IT RT)f 
KS'tn M ' 
in which, 
W ls the weight collected on the target in grams, 
S ls the area of the orifice in cm2, 
t ls the time of exposure in seconds, 
(34) 
R ls the gas constant, 8.3136 x 107 ergs/deg. K-mole, 
T ls the temperature in degrees Kelvin, 
M ls the molecular weight of effused species 1n 
grams/mole, 
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n is the fraction collected and is d1menslonless, and 
K ls a factor to convert the pressu~e to atmospheres, 
K. = 1.01325 x 106 dynes/cm2-atmospheres. 
The quantity!!. was calculated from the following 
equation: 
n = stn2 Q - 0.0815 (~) (sin 2 Q - 29 cos 29) (35) 
in which, 
9 ls the angle bet~een a normal drawn to the plane of 
the lid and a line drawn from the center of the 
orifice to the defining edge of the collimating ring, 
L ls the ·1ength of the orifice, and 
r !s the radius or the orifice. 
The method of measurement of the weight of material 
collected on the platinum target will be discussed in a 
s~parate section. The method of temi:e rature measurement has 
already been discussed. The method or measurement of the 
other quantities listed above will now be made. 
Two ZrB2 llds were used to make the effusion measure-
ments. The orU'lce of the one lid was approximately four 
times the area of the orifice of the other lid. The pur-
pose or the two area sizes was to determine if the vapor 
pressure was a function of the area of the orifice. lf the 
vapor pressure measured using the larger orifice was smaller, 
thls would indicate that the vapor in the crucible was not 
saturated when the larger orifice was used. 
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The area ot the orifices were measured by the use of a 
comparator (E35:l. , In order., to correct for the· possible 
lack of circularity of the orifice, the diameter was 
measured in two dlre.cti ons perpendicular to one another. 
Table, 11 shows the, preclsion which was obtained in measuring 
one of' the orlf lees. ln .the event that the diameter changed 
as a, result of depos1tat1on, of· silicon· in the,· orifice the 
ptessure measurements were disregarded. 
TABLE 11 
















. Table Ill indicates the precision that was obtained 
ln measuring with a micrometer (E36) the thickness of' one 
of the lids, 
The precaution ot measuring the diameter in two 
directions was used in measuring the collimator ring of the 
target magazine. The collimatol" was measured by means of a 
vernier caliper (E37). Table IV gives an indication of the 
precision obtained. 
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The height of the defining edge of the magazine above 
the top of the lid was measured by means ot a c·athetometer 
(E.38). It was necessary to make thls type of measurement 
tor each lid, since the two Uds· were of slightly different 
thickness. Table V gives an indication of the precision 
obtained. Since the inside top of the bottom retaining ring 
served as the defining edge,. it could not be observed 
directly.· The outside top of the r!'ng could be observed 
where it had been Joined to .the ·copper tube. It was assumed 
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that the rlng had not been deformed In the process ot. 
r~~r,!cation., ,thereto.re ,the. outs.iqe. w.as us,d· as a point from 
which to measure~: 
TABLE. V 








.. 91. 39 
91.42 
91.413 mm •. 
+ . 6 _0.02 mm. 
probable error of difference 
13.836 mm. 
to.029 mm. 






The time was measured by observing the time interval 
a~ ,indicated by a digital timer (E38) •. The timer was capable 
of. lndicatlng the time to one hundredths,or a minute. The 
time was observed immediately after opening the shutter 
that protected the target and immediately after the shutter 
wa.s closed. It was assumed that the time lag was the same 
in both instances. The same degree of difficulty was 
associated with opening and closing the shutter. 
Before the platinum targets were used to condense 
vapor it was necessary to remove all traces of silicon and 
boron from them. As a test of the cleaning procedure, 
platinum targets were used which had been exposed to silicon 
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· vapor.. lnitially it was believed that the silicon could be 
rempved :f'ro.m the targets by. heating them in atmosphere ii. 
Even. when,·the targets were heated to ·a temperature Just 
·b.el ow. the ·me lt!ng poi.nt'. or :platinum, the· si Ucon was not 
vaporized.· <It was foun4 that· fused Na2co3 could be used 
.to. c'lt:Hin/satlsfactor!ly the targets bet.ore they were used 
.to condense .,vapor •. • : ; ~ ' ; i : ' 
molecular weight to .use. 
· .:f'or · the .vapor i'. ;the work or Honig (32)c and .the correct:! ons 
to his work (33) were considered. ln his work he reported 
the ratio of the .diatomic species to the monatomic. From 
his report· the monat.omic•diatomic equ!Ubrlum constant was 
. calculated. From the equilibrium constant the ratio was 
calculated f~r the pressure or silicon !n equilibrium with 
S1B6 (s) at 165o0c., and it -was found that the vapor con-
sisted of 0.013% diatomic molecules. This amount was con-
sidered to be negligible, therefore the molecular weight 
of the vapor species was considered to be 28.06. 
The identification number of each effusion measurement 
was composed of two numbers. The first half of the number 
was the number of the note book page on which the series 
was initiated. The second half of the number was the number 
engraved on the target retaining ring. ·The targets were 
placed in the magazine so that they would be exposed ln 
increasing numerical order. 
K. Silicon Anal~sis 
· The method of silicon analysis wa·s· modified from a 
molybdenum blue color'tmetric method which was presented 
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by Charlot and Bezier l34)•' It was necessary to determine 
the ·s! lie on concentrat1 on. in the samples which we·re used in 
the phase studies. ln addition lt was necessary: to.deter-
mine: the ·amount o·r si Uc on which had condensed on the 
platinum targets •. 
Approximately ten mi 11 igram samples were used for the 
analysis of the material tr~~: the, phase, studies. The. sample 
was mixed with t.wo ·grams of Na2co3 and fused at the full 
heat ot a meeker burner tor thirty minutes. The sample was 
then transferred to a volumetric flask and -diluted to 
100 cc. In order to have a sample with approximately the 
same amount of silicon and the same amount of Na2C03 ln it, 
an aliquot was taken which contained from 50 to 150 micro 
grams of silicon and was mixed with three grams of Na2C03• 
This permitted the use of the same calibration for samples 
arising from the two different sources. 
For the analysis of the amount of silicon on the 
targets, the target was placed 1n a platinum dish and 
covered with three grams of Na2co3• The sample was heated 
at the full heat of the-meeker burner for thirty minutes. 
After the sample, had cooled it was dissolved in about ten 
cc. of water. From this point on both samples were treated 
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the same. · 
, '' FiVEf cc., of 3% H202; soltitibn was: added and; ·then·' each 
ot the' samples' was boiled· 1n a: hlckel· th.tcibl,f for te11 
m.tnu'tes· to d~stroy t.h~: excess: 1i20;ywhich: reihalriea·: after the 
oxidation of: the sample.·' Incomplete destructlori of the 
H2')·2 · ·resultecfHn' the 'formation or· 'a yellow complex· when' · 
tne· ·molybd'ate · solution was added. · 1t Vias easy ·to ml stake 
the yelldw:·complex,: Just mentioned,' for the yellow ·complex 
silicon formed v,!th 'rnolybdate.: ·1t was found ;Uiat: boiling 
f br ten minutes. accomp·anied' by· washing· the·· sides was suffl-
cJ. ent ·to:assure complete destruction of the, H2o2• 
· : After the solut.lons had cooled· to· room·:temperature their 
· plf was adjusted ·to' 1.5 .. 1.7:with:9N sulfuric acid. :The pH 
was· determined by means of .a: ·pH meter (E40) .: · In order· to 
form the yellow complex color·, cc. of acidified ammonium 
molybdate solution was added and the solution was allowed to 
stand for exactly S ~lnutes. 
Strickland (35) lndi~ates that the molybdate solution 
should have from three to.five equivalent of hydrogen ion 
per mole·or molybdate. With this in'mind, the molybdate 
solution was prepared by dissolving 25 grams of' 
(NH4)6Mo7024•H2o with 15.7 cc. of concentrated sulfuric 
acld and ·enough water to make 250 cc. Strickland indicated 
that the presence of the acid controlfed which one of the 
two possi.Ple yellow complexes would be formed with the 
si Ucon. 
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Sinc:;e,the blue color ot the s!licon-molybdate complex 
was far. more ,sensi't!ve, 1 t was :used for the c·otorlmetr!c 
determination ,of :the silicon.·· It was qeveloped f.fve minutes 
after the'.addition of the.molybdate by the addition:,or 10 cc. 
of, 9N, sulfuric· acld, 10 _cc. · of 4% .oxa'l!c acid,,, and 10 -cc. or 
2~.5% solution of ·Fe(NH4)2(so4) 2 • The ·Fe(NH4) 2 (so4) 2 solu• 
tion ·Was prepar.ed by ,,dissolving the necessary amount o:f · 
Fe,(NH4):2(S04) 2 in 0.4 N -sulfur le acid. The intensity of 
the blue.color was measured 10.mlnutes .after.the reagents 
had .been added. A colorimeter {E41l equipped with an 820 
mp interference f 11 ter, (E42) was used to measure the in-
tens1 ty • 
. The use of Na2co3 was most sat! sfactory in the above 
analysis; however, all commercial Naco3 has small amounts 
o:f' silica as an impurity. The silica impurity is not 
appreciable until one attempts to analyze for 50 micro• 
gram quantities 1n which the procedure requires the use or 
3 grams of Na2co3• Most commercial sources supply reagent 
grade Na2co3 with 0.005% silica. This is the equivalent or 
1.50 micrograms of silica in three grams. By actual testing 
or ,the various lots from various manufacturers., a lot or 
sufficiently nearly pure.with respect to silicon was 
found (El,1.3) •. lron1cal 1y it turned out to be some material 
that was labeled "Calclned-Dry-Pur if iedff in contrast with 
the best grade which is labeled "Analytical Reagent". 
Since the silicon used for the preparation of the 
samples was known to be of high purity, it was used as a 
primary standard for the preparation of' the calibration 
curve. A plot of the calibration eur~e appears 1n Figure 
9. The least squares equation for this line was 
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loglO ~ = O.OJ6o5 !' 0.00112 + 0.001425 ± 0.000013}'~ Si 
(36) 
The probable error in the weight of the material as deter-
mined from the above calibration curve was calculated to 
be 0.715%. 
It was interesting to note that a rough estimate of 
the weight ot stiicon on the target could be made· by ob• 
serving the color of the target. The color of the target 
was observed to change from silver, to yellow, to red, to 
blue, to grey. The deep blue corresponds to about 80 PS 
of silicon on the target. 
L. Boron Analxsis 
A coulometrlc method similar to that of Gilles, 
Iwamoto, Leltnaker, and Robson (36) was used for the analysis 
of boron. The method consisted of the internal generation 
of hydroxyl ions at the platinum cathode. The hydroxyl 
ions neutralized the acidic complex which was formed be• 
tween boric acid and man! tol. ln order to prevent the 
generation of hydrogen ions at the anode, the anode was 
constructed of silver. A large excess ot chloride ions 
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was present !n the solution, therefore AgCl was formed at 
. the anode. 
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An exposed target from the SiB6 vapor pressure measure-
ments. was analyzed by means of a spark spectrograph. The 
ratio of si 1 icon to boron was round to be 100: 1, therefore 
there was no need .to analyze. the targe.ts for quantity of 
boron which had condensed on them. 
The samples from the phase studies were analyzed tor 
their boron content. A sample of about ten milligrams was 
fused with about two grams of Na2co3 for thirty minutes at 
the full heat of a meeker burner. The fused sample was 
dissolved in water and diluted to 250 cc.· volumetrically. 
AS cc. aliquot was used tor the analysts. 
In order to remove the dissolved carbon dioxide from 
the aliquot, the allquot•s pH was adjusted to 3 by the 
addition of dilute HCl and the solution was bubbled with 
oxygen free nitrogen tor thirty minutes. The removal of 
the strong acid before the titration of the boric acid was 
accomplished by passing a current or t!ve mllliampers for 
about 100 seconds until the pH was 7.0~ The complex between 
the manltol and the boric acid was then formed by the 
addition of 5 cc. ot saturated manitol solution- This· addi-
tion caused the pH to decrease to about 4. 
The titration was carried out by passing a current of 
five mill!ampers through the solution. The current was 
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precisely measured: by noting the potential drop across a 
precision, 10 ohm resistor (E44) wtth a. potentiometer (E45) ~ 
The end ·point for the' titration was detected graphically as 
the time at which :the ·greatest change. ln pH occu·rred·. This 
cccti.rred ;at about a pH ,of a:.·,. The pH·'.:was· tneasured by means 
of a comrnerc.1al pH meter .(E46). · A clock (E47) was connected 
to measure the time during which current. was passing through 
the electr·olysf.s ,cel 1 .. 
Gilles.,, et al. 1 reported ·the need for making a correc-
tion for the blank. They attributed this to oxygen which 
had been adsorbed on the walls of the glass container tor 
the electrolysis cell. It was found that a teflon beaker 
ell~lnated the need for a correction. 
·A·test was made·w!ththe use of' boric acid (E48) to 
determine the accuracy th~t could be obtained. The boric 
acid was fused with the Na2co3, since the samples were also 
fused ln this manner. It was found possible to obtain an 
accuracy of ±0.7%. An analysi.s by this method made on the 
boron used for the sample preparations (E14), s·howed 1t to 
be 97% boron. 
V RESULTS 
In·. this chapter a descript1 on wll 1 be given or the 
temperature-composition phase :diag'ram for, the si lie on-boron· 
system and or the pressure-composi tiori diagrams at· 1200, 
1700·, · and 1900°c. ·tor the slllcon-b·oron system.· . The .results 
of· the measurements of the vapor pressure of SiB6· 'vii'l 1 :be 
presented:.· · Finally, the thermodynamic properties for S1B6 
which were calculated.from the vapor pressure measurements 
wil f be given.· 
A. Tempreature•CoptEositlon Phase. Diagram 
In order to describe the temperature-composition phase 
diagram for the slllcon boron system, this section will 
contain a report of the preparation of the crystalline form 
of boron from amorphous boron, proof of the solid solution 
ot silicon in boron, evidence for the existence of SlB6 and 
SiB3, and a demonstration or the solid solubility of boron 
in silicon. The temperature tor the incongruent melting of 
SlB6 and the temperature of the decomposition of' SiB3 will 
be indicated. · Finally the distances and the intensities of 
the X•ray diffraction lines wlll be given. 
There are three forms or crystalline boron. McCarty, 
Horn, Decker, and Newkirk (37) have reported a rhombohedral 
form with a 0 = 5.06 R and ~ = 58°4, with 12 atoms per unit 
cell. Hoard, Hughes, and Sands (38) reported a tetragonal 
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form with a 0 = 8.473 and c 0 '='.$.030 R with .$0 atoms per unit 
cell'. Finally Sands and Hoard l39) presented ev!derice for 
a second rhombohedral form wt th a0 = 10.12 R and ex. = 65°28' 
with 108 'atoms per unit cell. When amorphous boron was' 
heated lri a ·ZrB2 crucible to ··a temperature or 1753°C 1 t. 
·was found,to 'arrange itself according to the crystal struc-
:' ttu~e with. 10,8 · a toms per unit ce 11 •. 
Consider· now· .the extent, of the solid solubility, of 
silicon in boron. Figure 10 is a plot ,of the llnes which 
app,eared on the X:-ray dif.fraction films. The angle of the 
' i p \ , I •' 
Unes are ·,plot.ted as a function of the compost tion l>y analy-
• ( ( • ' ,' .. l 
I 
I < ; ~' ,' ; ' i : / . '; ·, : : 'i I , ; ( , ) ' . . :, i ·. ' .. , : : 
sis of the. sample. The· compos·itlons represented extend 
' I • ' 
from pure boron to S1 :6B. The ident!tication numbexs used 
' . 
were those from the X-ray diffraction log book number. 
An examination of Figure 10 will reveal a gradual shift 
of the distances associated with the 108 atoms·per unlt cell 
boron structure as the ratio of the silicon to boron in-
creases. Film C-1425 is ~he, rirst film in which lines. 
t ,., ':,, ; 
could be ·detected which we_~e a~soc!ated with a second 
phase. Since the rat! o or. the material from wh!c_h this 
ti lm was prepared was Sit 1$. lB, l t was c.onc luded that· the 
solubility of sl.licon !n boron. occurs from boron to the 
approximate ratio of Sl :16B. The samples used for Figure 10 
had been heated to temperatures between 1600 and 1800°c. 
A sample o.f s 1: 12B was heated at 1227°c. and the X-ray 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION LINES VS. COMPOSITION 
B - 0 c- 1392 I I I I I • I I I I I I 1 I • 
C-1334 I I I I I ' I ' , I I I • f •• I• 
5 I I c- 1318 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I . 
C-1273 I I I I 11 I . I I ' I I , I • I ,I • . . 
10 
C-1403 I , I I I I . ' I . . I I I II I I Wt.% Si 
C-1425 I. I I I I I 11 I . I 1 I ,"• I' 
IS I 1 I,, ,I C-1430 I I ' I I I I II I I I II I I I I 1 I . ' I I I 
Si :128 -
I I C-1433 I I I 11 I I I I I I I I, I I I I I , I I 11 
20 
25 
I I I I •. I I I ' • I .I I I I I C-1408 I I I I I I I •• I I I 
Si :68-30 C-14 7 I I I I 1' I I ' I I I I I I • I, I I, I • ,1' • I 
0 2 4 6 8 e• 10 12 14 16 18 20 
FIGURE 10 
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diffraction prepared from it lndlcat!d the presence of ~nly 
one phase, the solid solubility r,f sllicon and boron. 
The lines. of the second phase which appeared 1~ Figure 
lQ were fb~nd to corrtspond closely With thQse report~d by 
Cline (11) for ?iB6• Table VI gives a coI1,1parison .between 
,,,, . . ,I • • • 
the diffraction pattern reported byCline and the one found 
· in this labo~atory~ 
TABLE VI· 
, ·X•RAY DIFFRACTION DATA ·FOR S1B6 











































































The variation between the two sets of diffract.ion data 
t- ; • 
reported.in Table ,VI was atributed to have occurred because 
the two samples'may have'beeri prepared at different tempera-
tu rcis. The lines. arising from samples· of SiB6 which were 
known to ·have been prepared at different.temperatures demon-
strate'd some variat1 on of their posi ti oris and intensi tie~. 
• i • • 
The: variation or the ·Hnes was not interpreted as evidence 
ot a homogeneity range tor S1B6, since al of the X-ray 
', ' ' ' 
diffraction paterns tor SiB6.showed either.a phase richer 
or poorer in boron to be present al~o. 
A. new phase was found which had not been reported in 
the literature at the time th!s thesis was writen. The 
~~ phase and S1B6 appeared in.samples with stoichiometry 
more rich in silicon than Sit3B. Silicon w•s absent from a 
sample, C•l.507, which had the composition s1:.3 • .5 and had 
been heated for twelve hours. ,The silicon phase was observed 
. ' 
to, be present· in a sample., C•l.$11, with the composition· 
Si:2.75B which had been heated for eighteen hours. On the 
basis of the above evidence 1t was concluded that the new 
compound was SiB3• 
Table VlINpresents the calculated diffraction patern 
on the basis of Cline's unit cel for SiB.3 (8). Also in 
Table VII wil be found the diffraction patern which was 
found in this laboratory for S!B3~ The Ml ler indices which 
appear in the table were estimated tor the "d" values by the 
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use of Bunn charts (40). · From the Bunn charts the SiB3 
found int.his laboratory was characterized with a hexagonal 
unit cell with a 0 = 6.97 and c 0 = 12.24 R. The lines re-
corded tn Table VII were from x ... ray diffraction pattern 
c-1511 .• 
TABLE VII 
X-RAY DIFFRACTlO~ DATA FOR S1B3 
'' ' ' ,; ' ' ' '. 











































Evidence was found for the solid solution of boron ln 
silicon. The evidence was ln the form of a decrease in the 
unit cell dimensions for s111eon" A value or a 0 = 5.4308 
t·o.0002 R for pure silicon, C~36.5, was calculated from a 
Hess least squares flt ot the parameter to the indexed 
diffraction lines (41). The value for the parameter or the 
saturated solution was obtained from a sample of Si:6B which 
Bo 
had been arc melted, c-1445. The value obtained for this 
sample for the parameter of the saturated solution of boron 
in silicon was a 0 ·= 5.4114 ± 0.0002 .R. The solubility limit 
of the boron !n silicon 1s not knbwn. 
The phases have now been described.· The results of 
experiments to demonstrate the incongruent melting of SiB6 
and the decomposition or·s1B.3 will now be presente~. 
It was found that s1a6 melted incongruently to form 
B ( ss.) and a sl Ucon-rich liquid when S1B6 was heated above 
1864 ! 6°c. Since the B (ss.) phase could have been formed 
by the preferential loss of silicon or by exceeding the in-
congruent melting point, the appearance the Si (ss.) phase 
1n the X-ray diffraction patterns was used as the criterion 
for the incongruent melting. At a temperature ot 1864°c. 
the silicon rich phase was liquid; however, upon cooling a 
portion of this phase)became the ~1 (ss.~ phase. It was 
found that when a sample of SiB6 and B (ss.) was heated to 
18.$8°c., c-1375,.no S1 (ss.) lines could be observed in the 
diffraction patterns. When a sample or the same composition 
was heated to 1870°c., c-1378, the cooled sample did show 
evidence for S1 (ss.). 
The phase SlB3 was found to be unstable with respect 
to Sl (ss.) and S1B6 at temperatures above 1269 ± 10°c. 
Once again the appearance or Si (ss.) was used as the 
criterion of phase change. A sample composed of S!B3 and 
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S1B6 was heated to 1258°c. _and there was no evidence· of 
phase change, melting, or slntering, C-1519. When a sample 
of the same composl tion was heated to. 1279°c.}: l t gave evl• 
dence tor the presence of Si ( ss.). , The sample did not 
appear to have been melted or to have b_een sintered in the 
last mentioned heating. Slntering or the samples did not 
appear to have occurt,ed unt11 after samples with th.e same 
composition had been heated to temperatures above 1306°c. 
lt wa.s concluded that the decomposition.was a solid-solid 
' 
process as contrasted with a,i incongruent melting process. 
All of the above compounds appeared to be black in 
color.· The above compounds were found to be very .hard, 
since they were round to be capable of scratching agate. 
They were not found to be capable of scratching B4C • All 
of the above compounds were found to be insoluble in oxi• 
d1z1ng acids. This was assumed to be caused by the forma• 
t!on of an impervious coating of s102• The compounds could 
be dissolved in a mixture or HF and HN03 acids. The com• 
pounds paralleled silicon in their ability to be dissolved 
in N~OH solution. No dif'f'lcu1ty was found ln fusing the 
compounds with melted Na2co3• 
Now that the compounds found in ;Jhls laboratory have 
been presented a discussion of the work of others on the 
silicon boron system w111 be presented. Neither Brewer, 
et al. (3} ntit Stavrolakls, et al. (4) were able to find 
any compound formation between silicon and boron. The 
temperatures or the1r·experimentsweresuff1clent1y low 
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U' the·value they report ls correct.· They may·.have been 
searching. f'or compounds w! th much nu,re simple diffraction 
patterns than that of SiB6• If th~!r x-ray .. dif:fract!on 
patterns :were .not exposed suf'fic::lently lpng, they could 
have· ~ead! ly: mistaker\ t,he 1, ines, of S1B6 .f'or: those of boron. 
The work:of. Samsonov and. ~atys~~va ,CS) on·S1B3 has 
ali:eady b~en quest! oned. !n their.·own c,ou~try and they ·have 
J?,Ot supported the!r·~laims. Adamsky (12) was also unable 
to dµpl !cate the 1 r · wor.k. , The, compound they reported may 
haye.had a compositlon·~hat. included elements other than. 
sJ11con and boron. 
There is some uncertainty about the.compound reported 
by Rizzo (7), since at the t!me of his repQrt he had not 
ob~ained a report of the. analysis of his material •. There is 
the .Possibility that his compound may have been some com-
pound other than S1B3 or SlB4~ 
There are some simllaritles between the S1B3 found 
in this laboratory and the s1~3 reported by Cline (7). 
The c 0 parameter ot the two compounds are almost identical 
and the compound found in th!s laboratory has an. a0 value 
ot almost twice that of Cline's compound. Cline determined 
h!s unlt cell from single crystal X-ray diffraction pat-
terns. Single crystals were not obtained in this labora-
tory. lt may be that one ot the two compounds is a metastable 
form and tha~ the,unit cell ,that one obtains !S<:governed by 
the method of .preparation •. 
The. crystal str.ucture reported by· Zhuravf!ev (9) ,for 
;i 
the compound, prepar.ed by Sam$onov ,and Markovsk1 (8) which 
was said to be S1B6 ·,ls quest,ioned. lt was believed :at one 
time· that this compound was :prepared, tn this. laboratory, 
but .!t .was .later found that. the: compound prepared was CaB6• 
The c.ompound Cao had, been sublimed froID; a. stabi llzed .z! r• 
c.onla crucible into the sample.,, The,un!,t cell :parameters 
reported by Zhuravlev were pract!ca.lly the same as. the. 
accepted values for CaB6• 
The compoundc reported by Parthe ( 14) to. be SlB12 may 
be incorrect. There: is the. possibility that this compound 
ls stable at a temperature which was not investigated in the 
course of this research. lt ls also poss.Ible that Parthe's 
compound may have represented a point in the boron soUd 
solution. 
It !s possible that. still other compounds may be 
found to be stable at temperatures which were not investi-
gated in the course of thls research. 
Figure 11 is the temperature-compos!t!on phase diagram 
which was deduced for the s!Ucon boron system. Each of the 
point's on the phase diagram correspond to one of the heatings 
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represented !n Table VI11 were determined by .• one ~f two 
meth.ocis. At the lower te,mperatures .t't ·was :f_ourid that .the 
sa~ples _:lost l~ss than one percent up'on .bein'g hea't'ech there-
; , .. 
:fore,·,:t~:e co~pos~t!on of these 'samples was de.~ermined by 
synthesl s. At the temperature's above 1550:o it. was found 
J 1' I' 
that ~amples 'usually lost ~ignir'!c~rit. amount's of silicon, 
I/•:·"! ! . 't ; 
th~refore the' composition ot these sample's· w~s deter.mined 
by the analysis' :or the' s1:~1con by the ~6lorimetric method 
already described. The compo~!tion of the.samples in.Table 
vi11 h~ve 'been ~xpressed ·by· ·t~o m~thod~: 'tor the conveni~nce 
! : ' 1' ., ~ I 'I j •; < ·; ' > 
of the reader. 





HEA1-1NGS PERTINENT TO PHASE DIAGRAMS 
ldentifi• Composition Phases.Present· · ·Temp. 
,cation . . ..... deg. 
·' At.; Ratio %B c. 
B · to 51 -
C ~365·· - o.o oo.o .. Sl Mfg. 
C•l.531 1.5 i1,:4 Si ( ss.) ,. SlB-3 1227 c.;.15 f 1 · . 2.7 · .51.4 S1(ss),,S1B3 1227 
' ' 
D- 629 .. 3,0 53.6 Si(ss}, S1B6. 1490 c- 645 J.O . 53.·6 . Si(ss),.B(ss) arc melt 
c-1507. 3.5 .. 57.4· SlB3, SlB6 1227 
C•l.$19 3.5 57.4 SlB3, S1B6 1258 
C-1520. 3.5 . 57.~ . ,Si (ss) r S1B3, SiB6 1279 C•l525 .5.0 65. 'Si (ss), S1B6 1535 
c-J445 6.o · 69.8 . S1(ss), B(ss) arc melt 
c-1444 6.2 70.5 SiB6, B(ss) 1763 
I c~1375 6.5 71.4, S1B6, B(ss) .. · · 1858 
c-1378 ·. 6.5 71.4 Sl(ss, SiB,, B(ss} 1870 
c-1408 .. 7.4 7li.o S!B6; B(ss . . , 1763 C~l433 .. 10.7 80.5 SiB6, B(ss) 1763 
c-1430 · 14.3 84.6 SiB6,·· B(ss) , 1863 
c-1425 15,1 85.4 . . : t!~ ) B ( s s ) 1163 c-1403. · 18.,.3 ,' .,·:87.6 1709 c-1273 31.2\ < . 92.3 B(ss) 1648 
c-1318 38·~.~t · 93.7 B(ss) 1753 c-1334 60.7 95.9 B(ss) 1753 
c-1392 inf. 100.0 B 1753 
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B-. fressure-:,Composit1o~. Phase Diagrams 
The temperature-composition diagram.has been presented. 
The.pressure~compos!t!on diagrams for temperatures of 1200, 
1700, and 1900°c. will now be discussed. Two forms. of evi• 
dence were used to determine t.he nature ,of the vapor phase, 
,an analysis .of the condensed phase after· vaporization had 
occurred and analysis of the .. vapor·whlch had been condensed 
on the·plat!num targets. 
Table IX presents the results of -the analysis .or the 
c.omposi tlon or. samples .before and after a portion of, them 
had been vaporized. The note book page was used for ldenti-
f!cation.purposes. Since in all. cases the samples changed 
composition, lt ls apparent that neither SiB6 nor B (ss.) 
show any tendency for congruent vaporization. It is also 
appare~t that both s1a6 ~~,d B (ss.) preferentially vaporlz.e 
· si lie on. The final phases of 772 were interpreted as evi-







COMPOSITlON CHANGES FROM VAPORIZATION 
Temp. .~Initial , lnl tial .final Final 
deg. ,' Ratio Phases Ratio Phases c., B/Si B/Si 
1753 6.14 SiB6, B(ss.) 7.42 SiB6, B(ss.) 
1700 7.98 SiB6, B(ss.) 18.3 SiB6, B(ss.) 
1700 15.8 B ( ss.) 28.7 B(ss.) 
1743 60.7 B(ss.) 67.5 B(ss.) 
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Vapor from the va.porization ofS1B6 was.collected on 
a platinum target by the use of the effusion apparatus, 
An emissionspectrographic analysis·of the material on the 
target indicated the ratio of,.51:B on the target to be 
100:1. · This resul.t was interpreted. to indicate that 
silicon was the only species ~aporized from S1B6•· 
' ' ,'·· l ' t 
No vapor studies were made for SiBy• Since S1B3 was 
ev.en more rich ln si llcon than SiB6 and StB6 was tound to 
vapor! ze s! 11c on preferent lal ly., 1 t was cone 1 uded that 
S!B3 would also vaporize silicon preferentially. 
In order to give more than qualitative pressure-
compos!tion diagrams the pressures.of silicon and boron 
represtnted in the diagrams are those found !n the litera-
ture (42). The values for SiB6 are the values which were 
found as a result of this research. A more detailed report 
of the vapor pressure of S!B6 will be given in the section 
which follows. Tabla X gives. the values which were used to 
pt~pare the three~pressure-compositl~n diagrams. 
TABLE X 






Log Vapor Pressure 
.Silicon S1B6. 








.Figures 12.,: 13,;and 14 depict the pressure.-compos!t!on 
phase diagrams tor. temperatures of 1200, 1700, and l900°c. 
c'.· Measurement J2!. !l!!. Vai2or Pressure .2!. S,iB6 
·s1nce the nature of the vapor spec!es·for SiB6 has been 
presented, in this section the results or the vapor pressure 
. :me'as.urements w111 be giv~n. B~fore the resuits are presented, 
proof wl 11 · be· given to show that· the. v~por pressure of s1B6 
wa'.s constant :when the two conden~ed ~bases S1B6 a'nd B (ss.) 
were present. ln additlon,'three forms o{proor will be 
offered' to 'indicate that all o{ the v~por vihich impinged 
upon the' platinum 'target was 'condensed·. 
·· 1n order to demonstrate the constancy of the pressure 
of 's1B6-B (ss.) at constant temper'ature 1 . a series of f lve 
mea'surements or the vapor pressure were made, the sample 
was removed and returned 'to the crucible, and four more 
measurements or the vapor pressure were made. The results 
are shown in Figure 1$ a'nd in Table XIII. The sample was 
removed after the fifth measurement for analysis. 
This experiment was very interesting, since it demon-
strated a gradual decrease of the vapor pressure as the 
amount of silicon which had been vaporized increased. 
After the sample had been removed and returned to the cru-
cible the vapor pressure returned to practically the same 
initial value and then the vapor pressure once again appeared 
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The vapor pressure was accepted to be constant, since 
repacking the sample in the crucible increased its calcu-
lated vapor pressure nearly to its initial value. The de-
crease of the apparent vapor pressure with the amount 
vaporized for a given packing of the sample was attributed 
to the slow diffusion of silicon through the sample. It 
was not attributed to the amount ot silicon available for 
vaporization because the vapor pressure increased after 
the sample had been repacked. 
It is interesting to add that the first time the 
sample was placed ln the crucible it was packed more tightly 
than the second time. The effect ot diffusion was much 
more pronounced in the first series, since the sample was 
packed more tightly. 
Three forms 9l proof w! 11 now be presented to show 
that all of the silicon which impinged upon the targets 
was condensed. The first form of .evidence was the shadow 
cast by the defining ring of the magazine. If the edges 
of the shadow gradually faded, one might have concluded 
that not all of the vapor had been condensed. The indis-
tinct target shadow would have been caused by the failure 
of some silicon atoms to stick the first time, their being 
deflected to the top surface or the collimating ring, their 
being deflected again to the target, and finally being 
condensed. The shadow cast was sharp; therefore, there 
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was no evidence for the bouncing Just described. 
The temperature or the targets was measured as a 
function of the temperature or the eftuslon cell. This was 
done t~ determine If the targets remained sufficl•ntly cool 
during the condensation ot the vapor to assure that all of 
the sf.Ucon was condensed. This was accompllshed by spot 
welding a thermocouple to the platinum target. Table XI 
' presents the results from this measurement. From the 
temperatures or the targets measured there was no reason 
to suspect that part or the silicon vapor was not condensed. 
TABLE XI 
TARGET TEMPERATURES VS. EFFUSION CELL TEMPERATURES 






It was assumed that the fraction of the vapor striking 
the target which was restltuted to the vapor was a function 
of the quantity of silicon which had already been deposited 
on the target. If this were true and not all or the silicon 
was condensed on the target, the vapor pressure measured 
would dec·rease with increasing length of exposure of the 
target. Table XII demonstrates that there was no trend in 
the data which corresponded to the length of exposure of the 
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target. The third experiment., therefore, supported the eon~ 
clus!on that allot the silicon vapor which·struck the 
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Table X:lll and XIV give, the data wh1ch·were used to 
calculate the .vapor pressure 'of s1a6 • · -Table XV gives the 
composi tl on .. of-·the. sample , bef,ore and after vapor 1zati on for 
a series.· The values preceded by£!.• were calculated from 
the fraction· or the· .::sample vaporized ... The other compositions 
were established by wet analysis of the silicon content. 
Table ·XVI gives the pressures whic·h were calculated and the 
data which were used to prepare Figure 16, a plot. of the 
vapor. pressure or SlB6 as a f:unct!on of the· absolute tem-
perature ... 
o. Thermodxnamic guantit!es .!.2!. ill!. S1B6 Vaeorlzation 
Now that the vapor pressure of S1B6 from 1489 to 
1807°c. has been presented, the thermodynamic quantities 




Iden, · · Area.of , Time . Temp •. , .Weight 
Orifice sec. OK Si JJ-9 mm.: ., . Target 
7130.9 .7.64 2700. l . 1976 85, · 
71.312 7.64 7213 1866 3.3.0 
71809 7.64 2713 1921 37.5 
7.1810 7.64 .. 628.8 202.9 .. : •, ·.36 .o . 71812 7.64 14405· 1811 31.5 
74510· 1·.ao 1800 2092 70.0 
74512 , : 1.80,. · .2400 .. ·',. 2092 . 76.0 74515 · 1.ao 3.000 2036 47.0 74516 · 1.80 4502 1982 40.5. 
75509 . :I• 80 · .. :898 · · '• 2090 46.0 . 
75510 1.80 2402 2036 58.5 
75512 1.80 4291 1982 52.0 
76209 7.64 1200 . 2036 io.5 76210 7.64 7200 1926 69.0 76212 7.64 12600,:_: 1871 53.5 76215 · 7.64 28804 1762 ' 25.0 
76709 7.64 3600 1982 101.5 
76710 7.64 28800 · · 1815 t:6 .. ''. ;;> ..• Q> 76712 7.64 1200 2038 5.3.0 76715 7.64 3600 1982 67.0 · 
76716 7.64 14414· .. -·T870~ 48.0 
78209 7.64 1200 2037 75.5 78210 7.64 · 1200 · 2037 57.0 78212 7.64 1200 2037 51.0 
78215 7 .6!~ 1200 2037· 46~0 78216 7.64 1200 2037 42.5 
78409 7.64 1200 2037 71.01 78410 7.64 1200 2037 64.0 78412 7.64 1200 2037 63.0 
78415 7.64 1200 2037 59.0 




DATA FOR GEOMETRY FACTOR 
ldent!- r· 1 R L Fraction 
f!cat!on 'Cm., cm. cm~ ·cm. : :col lec~ed 
· x10-
713 0.1.$62 0 • .$08 1.193 13.91 6.91 
718 0.1562 0 • .,08 .1.193 13.91 6.91 
745 0.0758 0.450 · L,193 14.0'1 6.44 
755 0.()758 0.450 ~ 1 ~J93 14.01 6.44 
762 O.l,562' 0.$08 1.193 14~03 6.81 
767 0.1562 0.50a 1.193 14.03 6.81 
782 0.1562 0.508 1 .• 193 14.03 6.81 
784 0.1562 0.508 1.193 14.03 6.81 
791 0.1562 0.$08 1.193 14.03 6.81 
TABLE XV 
COMPOSITION OF VAPORIZATION SAMPLE 
Iden. % Sample % Silicon % Si llcon % Available 
Vaporized Initially Finally S11 icon Re-
mainlng 
713 9.2 ca. 25.7 ca. 18.2 32.6 
718 7.8 ca. 28.6 ca.. 22.5 53.5 
745 9.8 ca. 28.6 ca. 20.8 42.~' 
755 7.7 ca. 28.6 ca. 22.6 57.3 
762 5.9 ca. 28.6 ca. 24.1 65.3 
767 a.a ca. 29.2 ca. 22.4 50.B 
782. 6.1 . 29.7 .25.9 72.3 
,784 "; 4.5 2.5.9 19.4 42.0 
79U 6.2 ca. 29.7 ca. 25.1 66.$ 
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TABLE XVI· 
VAPOR PRESSURE .DATA 
Iden. Symbol Prea,ure log P 104/T 
10·. atm. 
71309 0 112.s · ... 4 .. 949 s.os1 71.312 15.,89 •S.799 5.367 
71809 4a.70 ~.,~313 s.219 
71810 .~ 207.) . .• 4.984 li.953 
71812 . 7.482 -6. J26 5.s21 
74$10 6$0.2. -4. iaa 4.807 
74$12 ·• 529.$. .4.277 4.807 74$1$ 2$8.4 .. 4.589 4.935 
71~;,16 146.4 .. 4.63$ 5.068 
75509 . 8.$5.9 .4.068'' 4.808 
75510 • 401.a .4.397 4.936 75512 197.2 ... 4.706 s.o6a 
76209 212.6 .. 4.672 4.936 
76210 Cl 33.76 •S.~12 5.208 
76212 147.$ -s . .31 S.356 
7621s 2.929 .-6.$33 $.675 
76709· 100.0 .4.997 s.o6a 
76710 V 6.660 -6.716 5 • .$10 76712 1$9.8 . -4•796 4.936 
76715 66.47 -5.'177 s.o6a 
76716· u.57 .. 5.937 5.356 




78212 . 153.8 .. 4.813 4.936 
7821$ 138.7 .4.asa 4.936 
76216 128,2 .. 4.892 4.9.36 
78409 
D 214
.1 -4.669 4.936 
78410 193.0 .4.714 4.936 
78412 190.0 -4-721 4.936 
7841$ 177.·9 ... 4.749 4.936 
79110 
D 
. 190.0 .4.721 4.936 
79112 190.6 .4.708 4.936 
79115 208.1 -4,682 4,936 
79116 174 • .3 .4 .. 759 4,936 
LOG P 
TEMPERATURE •K 
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FIGURE 16 
indicated. The-methods given in the theoretical chapter 
were used to calculate the thermodynamic quantities. 
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The first method required the flt of a straight line 
to the 1-ogarithm of the pressures as a function of the 
reciprocal of the absolute temperature. This flt was 
accomplished by means of a least squares flt., Equation 
(37) presents the results of the least squares fit of Table 
XVI, 
log p = -26009 ± 573 + 8.142 t 0.289 
T 
(37) 
ln order to obtain a more nearly accurate value for the 
parameters of equation (37), some of the pressure measure-
ments were disregarded and others were weighted more strongly. 
It was apparent from Figure 15 that there was a decrease in 
the pressure measured after the first effusion from the 
samples 782 and 784. For this reason only the first points 
ot the twti series were considered to be accurate; therefore 
the others were disregarded for the purposes of the least 
squares fit. It was considered possible for point 78209 
to be· high because of the presence of unreacted silicon in 
the sample. For this reason a mean value between 78209 and 
78210 was selected and was weighted four times, since the 
knowledge of the other points contributed to the confidence 
of this mean value. Measurement 78409 was weighted three 
times for the same reason. There were probably other points 
more reliable than others, but these described above were 
the only pressures for which sufficient information was 
available to merit weighting, 
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From equation (37) a value ot,119.02 i 2.62 kcal/mole 
was calculated for the standard enthalpy for the process, 
S!B6 .. (s) -,.. S1(g; l atm) + 6B (~) (38) 
lf the assumption was made that the extent' of, the solubility 
of silicon in boron was S1:16B and that the activity of the 
boron was equal to its mole traction in the solid solution, 
a value of 36.53 t 1.29 e.u. was calculated for the standard 
entropy of the above process. 
It was also possible to calculate a value for the 
enthalpy of the above process by the use of the third law 
method presented ln the theoretical section. In order to 
use this method it was necessary to estimate a value for 
the entropy of the above process. The, entropy was estimated 
from the estimated entropy of the decomposit1'on of SlB6 to 
form solid silicon and solid boron and the entropy tor the 
vaporization of silicon, 
The entropy associated with the dissociation of SiB6 
to give solid silicon and solid boron was estimated from 
the entropy for the decomposlt!on of B4C to glve solid 
boron and solid carbon. B4C was used, since silicon ls 
directly below carbon ln the periodic table. Another 
reason for the use of B4C.was that both B4C and S1B6 have 
similar crystal structures (12). 
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Ir{ a4c three carbon atoms are arranged in a chain in 
the holes between the Icosahedron formed of twelve boron 
atoms. In :s1B6 two silicon ,atoms are arranged hi the holes 
between the :icosahedron. ·,The, decomposi tlon :ot· B4C results 
in the :removal of three ,carbon atoms from twelve 'boron atoms. 
The decomposition of· S!B6 results in the rem.oval, of :three 
silicon atoms from eighteen· boron ·atoms.· ·:It was reasoned 
that the entropy for the decomposition of S1B6 should be 
approximately.· .3/2 as much· as for the decomposi tlon of B4c. 
The value for the decomposition, or ,B4C. is· 0.10 e.u.,, there-
tore the.value for the entropy of the decomposition of S1B6 
should be approximately 0,15:e.u. 
In order to estimate a value for the process repre• 
sented in equation (38), it was necessary to estimate the 
entropy for the vaporization ·Of sillcon from the solid. at 
19000K. The temperature of 1900°K was selected, since this 
was a representative temperature f'or the range over which 
the temperature measurements were made. S111con melts at 
168.30]{. An entropy value was estlmat'ed tor the subl ima-
tion process by making a plot for the entropy values at the 
lower temperatures (42) and extrapolating. This led to a 
value of 33,70.e.u. for the sublimation at 1900°K. A 
summation of the two values led to an estimation of 33.85 
e.u. for the entropy of the process represented ln equa-
tion (38) at 1900°K. 
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In order to ·calculate a thlrd law heat of vaporization 
for: each of·the· pressures'which were measured, the entropy 
was assumed to remain constant over t'he·temperature range 
for which· the measu·rements 'we re made.' · The third law heats 
are represe·nted in table XVI'I. · These: Values led to a mean 
vafue· ro·r 'the heat or vaporlzation· of 113'.42· kbal/mote.: · 
:. A c·omb'tnation · of the· heat capaclty .. 'data for·., the re-· . 
act·ants and ;the 'prod;ucts' '(42, 43,. 44)· ·and:' the'' e'nth'alpy 
calculated by the third ·1aw method at:: ·19·00°K.· le'd to a·· 
vatue of· 112 · kcal/mole :ror the enthalpy of the process at 
298°K.: A· slmll'ar calc'ulation: led to a valuEr of 32.26 e.u. 
for the entropy or 'the process.at 298°K. Since a·measured 
value of the heat capacity or ·sie6 was not available, the 
heat capacity· of S1B6 was estimated. to be ·equal to 7/5 
that of B4C. 
A value of .7.00 kcal/mole was calculated for the 
enthalpy of formation of S1B6 at 298°K. and a value ot 1.33 
e.u. was calculated for the entropy or formation at 298°K. 
In order to· make these calculations it was necessary to 
employ the:. values for the ·enthalpy and entropy ·of' vaporiza-
tion or si l!c on (42). 
A test.was made to determine if the error estimated 
from the internal consistency was the same as that·obtained 
from the'external consistency. The probable error of each 
or the quantities or equation (36) was considered in order 
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TABLE XVII 
THIRD LAW HEAT OF VAPORIZATION 
Temp. I dent 1 f i cat 1 on ~HO' 
. , kcal/mol.e: .. 
2092, ,, . ' 75509 .. 110 .• 49 2092. 74510 110.90 
.2092 .. : '.74512, \ ,., ' ll2.'.64:. 
. 2038 • 7~712 113 •. 84 
,'' ·\ ' 2037 78209 .. I :113.16 
2037 78210, 114.33 
2037 1a2:1a ... , 114. 78 : . 
' . . ' 1a21s 115.21 2037 
. ' 2037 . . .78216 .. '11$.42 
2037 78409 113.41 
,2037. . 78410. 113.Bl~, 
2037 78412 113.91 
2037 .78415 114.11.: 
2037 79110 113. 90 
2037 79112 113.78 
2037 79115 113.54 
.2037 79116 · 114.27.' 
2036. 74$15 112.60 
2036 76209 113.39 
2029 7181°0 113.10 
1982 75512 110.69 
1982 74516, 111.89 · 
1982 76709 113.39 
1982. . 76715 114.68 
1976 71309 112.60· 
1926 76210 114·.46 
1921 71809 112.74 
1871 76212 114. 33' 
1870 76716 11$.20 
.1866 71312 113.31 · 
1815 76710 113.39 
1811 71812 113.17 
1762 7621, 113.46 
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to determine: t.he internal :consistency'. ·They fol low: 
, The ··probable error in the weight of material determined 
. to 'have b'eencollected on ·the' t:ar'get' was found to ··be: 0.71% 
f o'r 'a' typical p·o1rit. · 
For the area of the larger orlf ice, the. probable' error 
wa:s determined :to o:.b6%. . . 
· The' tlme: was estimated to be in ·error by ·t 0.05 :minutes. 
This ls the' Le;qulvalent of a probable :error' or· o·.001% 'r·or 
the· time tif: a typical· exposure. 
:The· err·or ·in· the temperature was consldered· to be from 
two sources,· the consistency with which the temperature could 
be maintained and the precision which could'be obtained·for 
ineasurement·s · made with the optical pyrometer.' The probable 
error calculated for the mean of the . t·emperature measurements 
made during a typical exposure 'was consid'ered to be a measure 
ot both· the'se quant1 ties. · This probable error was found to 
be 0.017%. This is less than the estimated error in the 
calibration of the optical pyrometer., therefore the error 
estimated by the National Bureau of Standards was used, 
0.26%. 
The error· ln the fraction collected was estimated to 
occur primarily in the integration by Freeman and Searcy. 
They estimated the error of their !nteg~atlon to be 1%, 
therefore this was the value used for the probable error 
or the fraction collected~ 
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By the iaw ot the propagation of.errors this' led. to· a 
va1tle of 1.,25%':tor the' mean; of: t.he 'pressure' me:asu'rements·. 
' The :Pt'oh~bie· error for' the mean or·; the' pres~ures' re~ 
',:presented-'ih'FI~Ure,:15··'was :fbund'.'t.C?' be····7;19%. ·'This ·v~tue 
. fa·r' exceeds the value ~fstlmat'ec.tj'ftom th~ '!1htehiaf'cori.sts:-
tency, :· :It' thtit a'pp~ars. that the largest. source'>ot eri'bti; in 
the· hleasurements of the: vapor pt•essute of' SiB6; wa~ the' . 
apparent' :sH>v/'.alrfusion of sil!bon through· .t-he: ~ample{: .. 
J ; 
It \vf11 ': be' noted·' in Figur~ 16 that: the: pressur·es . 
': measu~ed by the use 'of the smalrei orifice were slightly 
h!ghet lhan those measured ·w1thi the' lar'ger' o'rit!ce~· . '1f. 
. ,, ' 
hf possible that,·- the smaller'. orlfide lmproved the equl1J- · 
br!um conditions inside the cructhl<f by tha· decrease !n · 
the effusion rate. It is also possible that the·susceptor 
cover v,hich was used w.t th the smaller orlf !ce, was not 
properly designed and caused.~ highe~ fracti6n of the 
' ' 
vapor to ettuse in the direct 1 on of the target.. ; It is not 
clear whether the points measured with the smallet orifice 
are more accurate or·less accurate·thanthose ,measured with 
the latger ntlflce. 
· ··An examination of· the third law' heats tor the indi• 
vidual points.reveals that the· higher temperature Values 
. are as· a whole' lower than the low temperature values~ ' This 
may or may riot have been caused ·by low .temperature measure-
ments at the higher temperatures. 
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lt was a pleasure to note that there was no evidence 
tor any attack or wetting of the ZrB2 crucible after all 
, , ' I ' ': I ' ' ' ', , • • .' • ' ' 
the pressure measurements had been made. From this it was 
-concluded that there was no reason to suspect any changes 
• ' . j • ~ : • 
ha.d been made in the products of the SiB6 vapori_zatt.~n as 
. ' ' ' 
a result of interaction with the crucib.le. 
VI Sl.JMMARY OF RESULTS 
This section· will contain three· parts. The first will 
contain a summary of· the phases which were conf irine'd., .the 
new phases that ,were. found; 'some ·of their properties· and 
the,lmportant ·aspects or the temperature..;.composltion dia• 
gram. The . second will contain the ;important aspects of· the 
:pressure-composition· diagram. · Finally·, ·the last. part wi 11 
\ l ', 
·contain the. enthalpy and. entropy for .the standard .state 
vaporization and. the enthalpy and entropy of formation of 
A. Phases:.::Prepared !.!!!!. Their PX:OEerties 
Since the temperature-composition diagram has already 
been presented in Figure 11 only the important features or 
the diagram will be reported. 
S111con was found to form a solid solution in boron. 
The range of the solid solubility was found to extend to 
the ratio S!:16B at ·1763°c. This extended homogeneity 
' ' ' 
phase has not been reported 1n the literature. 
A compound S1B6 was prepared which confirmed the 
phase prepared by Cline (11), orthorhombic, a 0 = 14.39, 
b0 = 18.27, and c 0 = 9,88 R. Cline stated that he round 
the material to melt at 1950°C.J however, it was round in 
this laboratory that the phase melted incongruently at 
1864 ± 6°c. 
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A new, phase SlB.3 was found which had· ~ crystal struc-
ture dif:f'erent fro~ .those which had been reported for S1B3• 
From X•ray diffract.ion powder patterns., the unit cell was 
'e~timated to be hexagonal with ao := 6.97 and Co= 12.24 R. 
The compound was :round to decompose into Si, (ss.) and S1B6 
at. temperatures in ,excess of 1269 t ·· I0°c. · · No evidence was 
found which would indicate the above process to be an in•, 
~ongruent.melting. process.· 
Evidence was found which confirmed·tha report of the 
solubility of boron ln silicon. The extent of the solid 
solubility was not determined. 
The compounds appeared to be black in color. They were 
found to have a hardness between that of agate and_B4C. 
They were found to,be insoluble in oxidizing acids; however, 
they could be dissolved in a mixture or HF and HN03 acids. 
No difficulty was found ln fusing the compounds with Na2C03. 
B. Pressure-Composition Diagrams 
The pressure-composition diagrams have already been 
presented in Figures 12, 13, and 14; therefore, only the 
important features wtll be presented in this section. All 
of the phases were found to vaporize silicon preferentially. 
Since the vapor consisted almost exclusively of silicon and 
the nature of silicon vapor had been previously reported 
in the literature, it was concluded that the vapor consisted 
primarily of monatomlc silicon atoms. 
c. SUtlllllf1rY .e! 1.h!.. Vapor Pressure !.I]!. lli The.rmodynamic 
Values !.2.£. lh! Vaportzatlof! .!ID! Formation .2f. Si!:!6 
A least squares fit of the logarithm of the vapor 
pressure of SiB6 as a function of the .reciprocal of the 
absolute temperature gave the following equation: 
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109 P = -26oo9 ± ~Il + a.142 ± 0.289 (39) T 
The second law method gave a value· of 119.02 ± 2.6 
kcal/mole for the enthalpy and a value of 36.53 ! 1.29 e.u. 
for the entropy of the vaporization of S1B6 into S1 (g) 
and B {c)~. The third law method gave a value of 113.4./ 
kcal/mole for the enthalpy of vaportzatlo~ and a value of 
33.a.5 e.u. was estimated for the entropy of vaporization 
at 1900°K. The third law values were Judged to be more 
reliable and they were used to obtain the values of 112 
kcal/mole and 32-.36 e~u. for the enthalpy and entropy of <' 
the process 298°~. For the enthalpy and entropy of forma• 
tlon of S1B6, a value of -7.00 kcal/mole and 1.33 e.u. 
were calculated~ From the enthalpy and entropy of forma• 
ti on, 1 t is apparent that SiB6 ls not· a compound with 
high stability. 
Vll SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
A research proJect ls never completed. The findings 
ot one research project enable the solution ot another 
problem to be attempted. In .the course of research many 
interestin:g related problems are noted. Some.of the 
problems whichmight·be considered .for further research: 
will be noted here. 
A<search might be made to find additional compounds,in 
the silicon boron system which are stable at temperatures 
which were not .investigated !n the course of this research. 
Perhaps a more interesting field or research would be 
an,attempt to obtain single crystals of SiB3 and S!B6 which 
could be used in a study of their crystal structures. Cline 
(11) reported the growth of SiB6 single crystals from the 
melt; however, he has.not yet reported the position ot 
the atoms !n the unit cell~ 
lt should be possible to grow single crystals of both 
substances from the interact! on of si Ucon vapor wl th boron 
crystals. In all of the preparations carried out in the 
course of this research amorphous boron was used. lf one 
were to use instead of amorphous boron a few 1arge lumps 
or crystalline boron, one should be able to decrease the 
proportion of sites of nucleation of attack of the silicon 
and obtain single crystals of a sufficient size. 
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In the coµtse of this research, the vapor pressure of 
51B3 was only· qtiaUtatively,nieasured •. It ·might be possible 
to measure· the!vapor pressure.of StB3 :by effusion,method 
and to determine the amount ;of· materlal wh!ch·had effused 
by the weight· loss ot the crucible. · '.A, better method would 
be to use collection· targets·arid determine the amount of 
deposit on the target by· the use of a rad,fo active 1 sot ope 
(s132 , t 1;2 = 300y) .• :The method of 'silicon analysis used 
in' this research·would be unsatisfactory, since lt is in• 
sufficiently sensitive to use in the measurement ot the 
vapor pressure of StB3• 
ln order to determine· the heat of torniation · of SiB6 
interaction studics·might be carried out with'graph!te 1 
zirconium, titanium, and calcium. This would establish the 
heat of formation of S1B6 with respect to the heats of forma-
tion of the borides of the above compounds. 
It might be desirable to determine the heat or forma-
t! on of SiB6 by solutt on calorimetry.. Oxidizing acids 
would not.be satisfactory for such an experiment because 
of·the· tendency of SiB6 to form a protective coating of 
Sio2 • The use of BrF3 might be a possible substance which 
could be used to dissolve SiB6• 
Finally, since the silicon boron system, the boron 
carbon system, and the silicon carbon system have been 
studied; it should be interesting to study the ternary sys-
tem, sJ. l lconJ boron and carbon. 
· APPENDIX A 
EQUIPMENT 0 LlST , 
(E l) Molybdenum crucible, 1 1/4t, o.d. x 2" high x 
0.040" thick, Fansteel Metallurgical. Co. 
' ' ' , ' \ ' • > 
. (E 2) . Tantalum spinnerets., 1/2" o,d. x 1/2" high x 
0~020" thick, Fansteel Metallurgical Co. 
(E 3) Spectroscopic Graphite Electrodes, Regular 
Grade, , 1" x 12tt, National Carbon Co. 
(E 4) quartz tµbing, 10 
1
mm., stand~rd ~all, Lamp 
Dept., General Electric. 
(E 5) Alumina crucible, recrystallized, 3/4" .o.d. x 
1" high, 3/3211 thick, Morganlte lnc. 
(E 6) Magnesia crucible, 3/419 o~d. x 1" high x 1/16" 
thick, Corning Glass Works, 
(E 7) Zirconla crucibles, stabilized, 3/4" o.d. x 
1" high x 3/32" thick, Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Co. 
(E 8) Silicon carbide crucible, graphite bonded, 
3 5/8" x 3 1/4°, ,Ross•Racony Crucible Co • ., crucible was 
constructed by dri l llng 1/4" hole in a 1/2" dl sc of the 
above crucible. 
(E 9) Boron ni tr!de rod., 3/4" dia. x 12", 
Carborundum Co. 
(ElO) Carver laboratory press, ser. no. 14902-48, 
Fred s. Carver, Inc. 
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· (Ell} ·T.itanium dlboride:,· 100 me'sh, B;_:28.2%., Tl 6$.1%, 
C 1.0%.,· Norton Company.: · 
(El~)./. Z! rco~lum- d!bor,~~e, · 1'00 mesh., B it. 9%, · Z:r, 76 .0%, 
:. ·. (El.3) : Tantalum, ,reagent grade,· 9cj.8%i 400 mesh,· 
Fanstee'l · Meta·11urgical .Corp. 
· ,: ('El4) ! Boron, ·amorphous,. grade AA, .325 me·sh., lot :1758, 
C 0~07%,· Fe 0.16%,: B 99.56% (B•9l; · 1'0.t:'.:1414,. C 0.·10%,,. 
Fe· '0~16%, 'B .9.9.·60%·:(B12A) ,, Coop~r.·.Metal1urglca1 Ass·oc!ates. 
: , .. :· · (E15) X•ray dlffra.c:tton ·equlpment.1 X-ray' diffraction 
unit; type no, ·1204:5J powder cameras, 114.59 ,mm. dia • ., type 
52056,, ser. no,· 57 ... ,607 '(no.· 1) ,' 57-601 (no. '3}, and 58-662 
·(no. :SJ; f'llm 11luijtinator ·and ·mea·surtng device, type no. 
·52022,· ser.: no •. 57--324; wide range precls!on goniometer J 
type/ 4220?,, ser. no. 57-883; X•ray· tube type 321121 ser., · 
no •. 25100: (Cu-.2); X•ray tube, . type, 32112., ser. no. 24604 
(Cu-r); Phillips Electronics, Inc., Instrument Div. 
(E16:) Quartz disc, 1 l/8" diameter x J/8" thick., 
Lamp Dept., General· Electric co.· 
· :.(El7) Mechanical vacuum pump, Kinney Compound High 
Vacuum; size CVD556, Kinney Mfg. Co. 
· (El8) · Diffusion· pump,, oil, MCF-300; oil, octoll•S;: 
Consolidated Electrodynaml~s. 
(E19) Stopcock grease, Lubrlseal, high vacuum 
formula, Arthur H. Thomas Co. 
(E20) "O'',rings, neoprene, Linearlnc. 
(E21); , Copper to, glass seal, 1 1/4•1 dia., ,Ace Glass 
co.' 
(E22) Wax, hard, type w,. Api~zon, Metropolitan• 
Vlckers; 1 Electrlcal Co.~ Ltd, 
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, ,(E23), Pirani ,Gaugej PG~12, serial no. 3034, Consoli-
dated Electrodynamic·s. 
, ) I 
.. , : (E24) .Cold cathode vacuumgauge., model no. 100-A, 
I • ' ' : 
:Miller Laborator1es~ 
(.E25) Logarithmic 1on1zat1on gauge, built· from 
wiring diagram from Radiation Laboratory, .University of 
Callfornia - ,Berkeley, H. P. ·Robinson • 
. (E26) , Electronic Induction Heater, Type HM-20-Ll., 
20 KW, General Electrlc-
(E27) Voltage ,regulator, dry-type, induct! on, 
GEl-43278, Gerieral Electric. 
(E28) Optical Pyrometer, model 8626-6, ser. no. 
1524976, Leeds and Northrup Co., (no. 4). 
(E29) Prism., silvered tank prism, 146 x 53 x 38 mm., 
no. 3004, Edmund Scientific Co. 
(E30) Window, constructed from Pyrex optical flat 
plate, 8" x 8" x 1/8", H. s. Martin Co. 
(!31) Silicon, solar grade, E. 1. DuPont De Nemours 
Co., (Sl-2). 
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(E.32) · Steel sleeve mortar, 15 mm., Plattner 'Diamond, 
E •. H. Sargent and Co.·· 
(E33) · u. s. Standard· Screen Sieves, Newark Wire 
Cloth Co·. 
(E34) Mortar andPestle, B4C, Robert Marks ·co. 
(E3.5) . Comparator, ·Model M 1201-30B, ser._ :no. 310; 
Gaertner Scientific, ,corp. 
(E36) . Micrometer, Miller Fa1 ls Co. 
(E37) · .Caliper, 'Vernier, cat·. no. 12.3, L. s. Starrett 
Co. 
(E38) Cathetometer·, ser.· no. 362A, Gaertner Scientl-
·fic co. , 
(E39) Clock, Time-iti direct reading in units of 
0.01 min., Precision Sc1entif1c Co. 
(E40) pH meter, cat. no. 7664, ser. no. · 1313141, 
Leeds and Northrup Co. 
(E4l) Colorimeter, Electrophotometer,.ser. no. 
$383, Fisher Scientific Co. 
(E42) Interference filter, 820 mp, 9 half width, 
Bausch and Lomb. 
(E4.3) Sodium carbonate., Calcined-Dry-Purified, 
cat .• no. s-261, Fisher Sc!ent iflc Co. 
( E44) Res i st or , pre c 1 s i on, l O ohm, s er • no. 24357 O , 
Leeds and Northrup Co. 
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(E45) Potentiometer, model no~ 8662, ser. no. 779503, 
Leeds an~ Northrup Co. 
(~46) pH met.er, model G, ser. no. 9248, Beckman 
·; Instruments, Inc~ 
' I 
(E47} Clock, calibrated in 0.1 sec., model s-10., 
The Standard Electric Time Co. 
(E48) Boric Acid, reagent grade,:inlnimum assay 99.5% 
H3Bo3, lot no. 52440, Merck and Co., Inc. 
APPENDlX B · 
CRYSTAL DATA 
Phase · Molecules Symmetry 
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a0=8r47J. c 0=5J030 a0=10, 12 ex =65028 t 
a0=,5.430 
a 0=2.829 c 0=4.765. 
a 0=5.52, ·c0 =12,70 
a 0=3.10 co=12.55 












=4.150 .· · (10) 
a 0=14.J92 bo=l8.267 ·. ( 11) 
Co=9.88.$ 






Phase Film No. . Phases Present 
Ali)3 c- 262 _Al203' 
boron c~1392 boron,· (108 atom) 
BN · n- 302 BN, 
B4C c- 334 a··c 4 ' 
graphite C-' 364 C 
CaB6 · c-1026 CaB6, Si 
KCl , c- '4.59 KC! 
MgO c-1143. MgO· 
sl 1 icon c- .365 Si 
SiB3 C-1531 SiB3., Si 
SiB6 c-1444 S1B6, B (ss.) 
SIC c- 47 SiC., B 
TaB2 c-1110 TaB2 
TaN c.;;; 733 TaN 
TiB2 c-1203 TiB2, SiB6 
ZrB2 c-1109 ZrB2 
Zr02 D• 72 zro2 
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